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County Clerk

Oldest Established
VOL. 13, NUMBER

Ten Proposed Constitutional Change
Will Bo Voted On at Special
Election on September 20.

The following amendment will be
upon hy the people of New
Mexico at the special election to be
held September 20th next.
1
Allowing women to hold any
office to which they may he olee'ed.
2 forbidding aliens to own really.
3
Defining the official staff dfj
the state and providing that when
any of such officers, except the supof public instruction
erintendent
shall have served two terms or four
years they shall be ineligible to all
offices for two years.
Allowing tax exemption of $200
4
for heads of families, and of $2,000
men and women.
for all
5 Providing for an extension of
the' powers of the state corporation
commission.
A
Providing the official term of
all officers except governor shall begin January 1, next after election,
and that of the governor shall start
on December 1, after election. Also
that the meeting time of the legislature be changed to the first Tuesday
in February after election, and that
all moneys received for the state shall
he paid In to the state treasurer, and
that all appropriations shall be based
upon a budget system, etc.
7
All public lands of the state to
he transferred to the control of a
state commission of three members,
appointed by the governor and serving two, four and Bix years.
Fixing the maximum rate of taxation for all state purposes at fi mills
rim the dollar, for county purposes 5
mills with an optional 2 millg for
roads, for schools 10 mills with an
optional Increase to 16 mills in certain cases, for city purposes 5 mills,
health purposes Vt mill, special
school purposes 5 mills.
9 Prescribing for the expenditure
of municipal monies, providing that
no indebtedness by bonds or other
wise shall run more than fifty years,
under an ordinance that Is not
until the obligation is paid,
and allowing a special levy of 12 mills
to provide a sinking fund.
10 Providing that all county officers shall be elected every two
year, and that such officers, except
the superintendents of schools, shall
bo eligible for
in less than
two years after having served two
terms.
11 Allowing the legislature
to
isaue road bonds without submitting
them to the people, but limiting such
issuance to 1 per cent of the state
. valuation, and fixing the maximum
of any issue at $2,000,000.

Official

Paner of U. S. Land Office
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Smith & Hyatt
MENTIONED FOR Fails To Pass
Milk Ordinance
Suffer Fire Loss
U. S. SENATOR
Fire was discovered In the mercantile establishment of Smith & Hyatt
last Thursday night shortly after
midnight. The building was considerably damaged on the1 inside and the
stock is practically a total loss on account of the water and fire damage.
The fixtures are also very badly damaged.
Messrs. Smith 4 Hyatt think the
fire originated from defective wiring
in the building. Prompt work of the
fire department saved the building
from complete loss, even though the
stock was completely destroyed.
J. Z. 1SLER PLANS TO
MOVE TO CLOVIS SOON
Mr. and Mrs, J. Z. Isler of Cameron' were in town this week. Mr.
Isler says very little rain fell in his

neighborhood Sunday and that harvesting was going ahead Monday.
He says there will be a large acreage
of wheat again this full as farmers
have found it about the most profitable crop they can raise. Mr. laler
says he is planning to rent out his
farm this year and will move to
Clovis.

REPUBLICANS TO
MEET AUGUST 18
Convention Will Contiit of 636 Delegate. Will Name Candidate
For U. S. Senator.
The republican senatorial conven
tion will be held in Santa Fe on August lKth.
The state central committee issued
the call last week.
Mi's. A (le ina
submit
ted her roNignation as vice chairman
but on motion of Jerre Haggard, Albuquerque, the committee deferred
action until the day of the conven
tion. She said that she felt the women
should have a voice in the selection
of the vice chairman. She was ap
pointed to the post.
The call makes the proposed const!'
tutional amendment, which gives wo
men the right of holding state public
office, one of the subjects for action
on the part of the convention. The
other 10 amendments, howerer, are
not mentioned.
The apportionment provides for 530
delegates.
I

Otero-Warre-

n

Hon. Chas E. Dennis and Judge Sana
Bratton Among those Talked of
as Probable Nominees.
The Democratic Senatorial conven
tion will be held in Albuquerque on
August 18th, the same date that the
Republican convention meets in San
ta Fe, according to a call issued the
first of the week by State Chuirman
Arthur Seligman. The number of
delegates is limited to 527. Two Clovis men have been mentioned for the
Democratic nomination Hon. Chas.
E. Dennis and Judge Sam G. Bratton.
While neither of these gentlemen is
in a.iy sense a candidate, either one
of them would serve the state com
petently in this high position. The
Santa Fe New Mexican this week has
the following to sny in regard to
Democratic timber for the position:
senatorial
"Who the democratic
candidate will be remains uncertain.
The number of possibilities suggested reaches nearly a score, but which
of these will get the nomination
probably will not be known until the
convention votes."
The list of these possibilities is then
given as follows:
H. L. Hall, Chama.
Samuel G. Bratton, Clovis.
A. H. Hudspeth, White Oaks.
Arthur Seligman, Santa Fe.
R. L. Young, Las Cruces.
Robert E. Putney, Albuquerque.
John Morrow, Raton.
Felix Garcia. Lumberton.
Charles E. Dennis, Clovis.
('. R. Brice, Roswell.
J. S. Vaught, Deming.
R. H. Hanna, Albuquerque.
W. R. Walton, Silver City.
John W. Poe, Roswell.

The city council had up before it
Monday night an ordinance requiring
the inspection of dairies. The proposed ordinance not only provided
for dairy cattle receiving the tuberculin test but also put various and sundry restrictions around those engaged
in the business.
The ordinance was
patterned after the one in force at
Roswell but members of the Council
expressed the opinion that while Clovis needed a law regulating those selling milk, the one proposed was too
complicated uud it was vol"d down. A
simpler ordinance will likely be puss-eat a later date.

Grand Jury Finds
Twelve True Bills
LEGION MEMBERS ARE
PREPARING FOR ROUND-U-

,

j

WEEDS INJURE THE
GRADE

OF WHEAT

At a local elevator this week the
News man wus shown the cleanings
from a quantity of wheat tliut had
gone through the machinery. It is
almost inconceivable the amount of
weed seed that is taken from the average load of wheat. This is due to
the fact that the farmers have not
been able to get their cutting done
on account of the rains and the weeds
have grown up in the wheat before it
is harvested.

2

GOOD GAMES

WITHWOODWARD
Clovis Wint Two Games From
But Loies tt Floydada
and Woodward, Oklahoma.

1.62 Inches Rain
Fine on Roto Crops

rnone Komvanv

To Increase Rates

-

two-par- ty

Potatoes Grow on
Broom Com Here

one-part-

'

y

R

and 20th, and the public is assured of
on entertaining performance.
It is
announced that some of the interesting features of the show will be the
ludy riders, cowboy clowns and calf
roping. Other attractions will be
the wild steer roping and riding, wild
horse riding and cow pony races. In
fact they are going to have every at
traction that goes to make a Hound- Up a success.
There will be expert riders and
ropers from all over the country participating in the round-up- ,
and the
cattle and horses are the very best,
all wild and woolly and are guaranteed to muke the riders do their best.
The members of the Post stale that
with weather permitting, the Round-U- p
will he one of the best staged in
this part of the country and vJill be
well worth any one's time to be in
attendance.
MAY RECONSIDER

COUNTY AGENT MATTER
In all probability the matter of including an appropriation
in next
year's budget for the county agricultural agent will again come before
the county commissioners. At a recent meeting the commissioners decided to eliminate this expense for
1921, but it seems that many of the
farmers and others would rather pay
the small expense than to dispense
with this important work at this time
and lose all that has! been done in the
past years. Only a portion of the
expense of maintaining the county
agent's work comes directly from
Curry County and for this reason the
elimination of the expense will
amount to a very little to the tax
payers of the county. In all prob
ability a petition will be circulated
requesting the commissioners to re
consider their recent action.

Two of the best exhibitions of base
ball of the season were played here
Tuesduy and Wednesday between
Clovis and the Woodward,
Okla.,
team which is playing a series of
games in this section. The Tuesday
game was won by the visitors by a
score of 3 to 2 and it was closely con
tested up until the last inning. State n for Woodward struck out five
men, while Althause for Clovis struck
out nine. Woodward got five hits
off the Clovis pitcher, while the score
keeper chalked up eight safe ones off
the Oklahoma twirler.
The second game played WednesPLAYING AT AMARILLO
day afternoon was also a good game
but Clovis was again defeated, the
Clovii base ball boys are playing
score being 4 to 1. The batteries for today and tomorrow with the Ama
Clovis were Murphy and Cavanaugh; rillo team on the grounds at that
for Woodward, Brandon and Clifton. place.
Clovis got 6 hits and the visitors got

Mr. Hall was formerly state treas
urer. Judge Bratton is judge or the
ninth judicial district court, Mr.Huds-pet- h
has just retired as United States
marshal, to resume the practice of
law, Mr. Seligman is and has been
for several years chairman of the
democratic state committee. Mr.
Young is a lawyer. Mr, Putney is
head of the L. B. Putney grocery
house In Albuquerque. Mr. Morrow is
a well known lawyer. Mr. Garcia is a
merchant and stockman and was defeated by O. A. Larraxolo for the
governorship in 1918. Mr. Dennis is
banker and stockman. Judge Brice
is judge of the fifth judicial dis
trict court. Mr. Vaught is a former
district attorney in Luna county and 6 also.
Clovis fans will be glad to know
is attorney for the New Mexico Cat
tle and Horse Growers Association. thut they will have the privilege of
Mr. Hanna was the unsuccessful can- witnessing two more games between
didate against Governor Mechem in the local team and Woodward next
A fine rain fell in Clovis last Sun
the last election. Mr. Walton is a Monday and Tuesday.
day amounting to 1.62 inches. Some
Floydada took two games from
former congressman and was defeat
late wheat harvesting was retarded ed
for election to the United States Clovis Friday and Saturday of last
but for the most part the moisture
Both sides piled up a big
senate by Senator Fall in 1918. Mr. week.
will be beneficial. It will particular
Poe Is a well known Roswell banker. score in the first game which was an
ly help corn and other row crops
The
easy victory for the .visitors.
MISS BERNICE FRY TO
which are practically made now. Cur
Saturday game was a good exhibition
TEACH IN COLORADO
ry County is going to make some
in which Floydada won by a score of
record yields of corn this year if pres
7 to 4. The batteries for Floydada
Was Bernice Fry returned the lat ent indications count for anything.
were Bredwell and Bassenger; ;for
ter part of last week from Las Vegas
Clov', Althause and Cave. Struck
where she has been attending the
SOME FARMING RECORD
out by Bassenger, 9; by Althause, 6.
normal. Miss Fry will teach at
The Mountain States Telephone Hits off Althause, 9, off Bassenger,
Uucle John Fleming, county com
Colorado, the coming session.
Company has filed schedules in the 10.
missioner,
charge
longest
claims
about
the
will
Commerof
have
the
She
office of the Corporation Commission
Won Two From Tucumcari
sim farming record of any man In the
cial work in the high school,
at Santa Fa that will increase teleTucumcari again proved an easy
ilar position to that which she his county. Uncle John says he has not phone
rates in most cities in New mark for the Clovis team on Sunday
held in Clovis for the past several failed to be between the plow handles
Mexico, effective September 1st,
and Monday. The first game was
years fo rat least some
for sixty-tw- o
years,
The company says these raises in won by a lopsided score of 20 to 4.
time during the year. The News
agrees with Mr. Fleming- that this is rates will not cover the deficit which Batteries for Clovis, Murphy and
for 1920 was $63,000, based on 8 Turner; for Tucumcari, Barclay and
some record.
per cent return, although toll rates Cook. The second game played MonTWO MORE GAMES
were increased during the year.
MARRIED AT FARWELL
day afternoon, was won by a score of
WITH WOODWARD
Clovis gets a fifty cent raise in 7 to 4. Batteries for Clovis, Denise
Mrs. Zella M. McFarlin and Mr. P one and two party
business rates and and Mickey and Cavanaugh and TurJt The Woodward ball team will
F. White stole a march
on their the one
party
rate. The ner; Tucumcari, Nutt and Barclay.
residence
.l return here for two ball games
friends Sunday, July
when they
residence
is
raised 25
rate
valley
and
the
down
going
after
slipped over to Farwell and were cents.
will meet the home team in two
quietly married by Judge J. C, Tem
At Texlco and Portalcs exchanges
contests on Monday and Tues- ple. Mrs. White Is a well known busi
y
the
business rate is increasday of next week. The two
ness woman of Clovis and owner of
ed 60 cents, the
y
this
week
Woodward
residence
with
nines
the Reidoria Hotel. Mr. White is a
rate 60 cents, and four-partresiwere the best exhibitions that
On display at the Union Mortgage
contractor and is at present con
dence service, established at $2.00.
Clovis ball fans have seen this
Co.
this week is a broom corn stalk
structlng a garage at Friona, Texas.
vear and it is expected that the
with an Irish potato as big as a hen's
The News joins the friends of the
BRADSHAW-CHANDLEegg growing on its roots. One of the
two games next week will be
bride and groom in extending con
The team deserves
good ones.
roots of the broom corn passes entiregratulations.
No doubt
Mr. Lee Bradshaw and Miss Iva lv through the notato.
a better attendance than was at
Chandler were married Tuesday af- there was a potato vine near the
SHOP BOYS DEFEATED
the games this week. It takes
a treat deal of money to ii- PORTALES WEDNESDAY ternoon at the Monroe home
on broom corn stalk, and evidently Cur
ball team and it can
North Prince Street. Mr. Bradshaw ry County potatoes have just grown
nance
The Santa Fe shop baseball team lives in the Hill McDaniel neighbor- - so fast this year that the broom corn
not be easily done unless people
defeated the Portalcs team in a game hood and the bride's home has been root could not get out of the way
will go out to see the games.
played at the Rogers picnic Wednea near Blacktower. The ceremony was! fast enough to keep from being; en
day afternoon. The score was 6 to 3. performed by Elder Mickey.
veloped.
one-part-

The Dean Lucas Post has complet- cd arrangements for the Kound-Uto
be held at Clovis August lHth, lf)th

Bent Avenue to
Have Sidewalks
,'it a meeting of the City Council
Monday night a resolution was passed

instructing the city attorney to draw
an ordinance requiring the building
of sidewalks on Bent Avenue. The
main purpose of this ordinance is to
give sidewalks to the west side school
building. The ordinance will likely
be passed at the next meeting of the
city council.
KIWANIS

LUNCHEON

F. S. Burns had charge of the Ki-wanis Club program Wednesday of
this week. Col. Harry Herring, for
mer adjutant general of New Mexico,
but more recently Lieutenant Colonel
in the U. S. army, was guest of the
club and made a talk outlining some
of the troubles an automobile tourist
has. Col. Herring and wife recently
made a motor trip from New York
City to Clovis.
Little Janie Wood Bishop, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Bishop,
favored the club members with a recitation that was heartily encored.
County Commissioner J. D. Fleming made a short talk favoring the
tax for a county agent for next year,
explaining the small costs as compared to the benefits to be derived.
County Agent IlolUnger explained
that the matter of retaining the coun-t- y
agent was Slot a personal matter as
far as he was concerned. He explained that should Curry County decide
to not have a county agent next year
the department would send him else
where, and" in deciding on the matter
of having an agent, those interested
should be guided wholly on whether
a county agent was beneficial.

Eight Indictments Were for Felony
Charge and Four were for Minor
Offemes. Ditmitied Wednesday.
District Court has been in session
this week with Judge Sam Bratton
presiding. The grand jury was empaneled Monduy morning and completed its labors Wednesday night
und wus dismissed by the judge. The
report given below shows thut they
found twelve true bills und four
The following citizens made
Up the grand jury:
W. B. Cole, foreman; A. L. Cox,
S. W. Brooks, K. C. Childers, It. K.
Scarborough, J. II. Kngrum, Roy
Murks, A. M. Singleterry, Sum Stupp,
J. A. Nichols, Sum Mitchell, Charles
Denhof, J. D. Crawford, Bert
J. B. Mulhuir, A. Rogers, J. I.
Brockcrhaugh, S. E. Lockmiller, O.
W. Bradley and Wallace K. Austin.
Following is the report thut the
grand jury returned to Judge Bratton:
To the Hon, Sam
G.
Bratton,
Judge of the Ninth Judicial District:
We, the grand jury, empaneled at
this the August, A. D. 1921, term of
the District Court, in and for the
County of Curry and State of New
Mexico, beg leave to submit the following as our final report:
We have carefully investigated all
violations of the law brought to our
attention, and have examined and
made investigations in all of the
twenty-seveulleged violations of the
law and have examined in all seventy-eigh- t
witnesses, and have found
twelve true bills and four
We have, through our foreman and
through committees appointed by
him, examined all the county office
and have found the county superintendent's office in need of a new
linoleum on the floor and doors for
book cases, and the walls cleaned and
retinted.
We find that the sheriff is in need
of a new desk, or that the desk that
is now in that office be retained by
that office.
We find the books and records of
the county officers neatly and well
kept, in so far as we are able to ascertain, and all the county officials
are performing the duties of their
respective offices in an efficient
manner.
We have examined into all the alleged violations of the compulsory
school law, and the investigations so
made discloses that this law is being
respected by the citizens of this county, and we find no alleged violations
of the law.
We find from our investigations
that there has been some drinking
and bootlegging in Curry County and
we have returned indictments against
all that we had sufficient evidence to
warrant the same, but we do not believe that we have succeeded in re
turning indictments against all who
have been engaged in this violation
of the law, and hereby recommend
that the officers of this county be exceedingly diligent in their efforts to
apprehend and bring to justice all
violations of the law.
We wish to thank the Honorable
Sam G. Bratton and the District Attorney's office for their courteous
treatment, and the sheriff's force and
the district attorney's office for their
diligent services and able assistance
during our deliberations.
Having finished our labors after
being in session for three days, wo
respectfully ask the court to be discharged.
W. B. Cole, Foreman.
A, Curless, Secretary.
Cur-les-

n

MACHINERY ACCEPTED
The new machinery recently
installed at the water and light
plant was accepted by the coun- cil at a special meeting held
Tuesday night." Clovis now has
as modern a power and light
plant as any city In this section
and it has ample capacity to
take care of the needs of the
town for years to come.

s,
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der to wake up to the realization that
the world is mad over auto speeding.
We realise, of course, that there
Official Paper of Curry County
are auto accidents that are unavoidEDWARD L. MANSON
able, hut a large per cent are caused
Editor and Publisher
hy careless driving and without givEntered at the postoffice at Clovis, ing a thought to the safety of others.
So you, Mr. Auto Owner, tonight
New Mexico, as second class matter
when you reud in your daily paper
Bndcr the act of March 3, 1879.
after supper and come across that
heading of "Child Run Over," study
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
over it. What if it had been your lit..S2.0I)
One Yenr
tle girl or boy who is playing at your
Six Months
$1.00
feet with its blocks?
Study over it, Mister! Then resolve to drive carefully, ulso talk it
THE AMERICAN I'ltHSS ASMX'IATION
over with your neighbor.
STKPPING ON IIKU
Auto intoxication is one plague
thai has been cu.it over tin1 1'iiiiod
States that the cloelors have found no
cure for. It seems to have a hold
in every city, town, village and country road throughout the laud.

are

Pi nple

being

killed

hy nut o.i

every hour that the dork ticks off
Mure are killed each year than we
lout men during the world war. Still
people are not making
the effort to stop auto speeding that
that they did the Huns.
It seems that each community has
to lose some one dear to them in or

SWAT 'KM -- CATCH 'KM
I hies your cow prance and kick at
milking time? If so it is very probable that flies are annoying her. If
you want n remedy to cope with the
situation, we will furnish you with u
recipe--fre- e
of cost. The plan is
iliis: (let a large fly trap, bait it with
vinegar and sugar and place it at the
barn. If you follow this recipe, we'll
guarantee thai within one week you
practically every fly
will capture
about the barn.
Keep the trap set until cool weather
and catch them as they hatch out.

NOT TOTING FAIR
Those who have honest debts to
pay and claim they are not able to
pay, yet go on spending money having
a good time, are not toting fair with
their creditors,
Phobably there are few in Clovis
who huve not hud such experience in
some degree.
Some people seem to
think it is all right to ignore on obligation made to pay and spend the
money on themselves in frolicking
around, but it would seem right und
proper for one to deny his own pleasure in order to meet his just debts.
Let the jury retire, deliberate on the
case a.nl return a verdict.

Electric Range at

ADVERTISEMENTS
Americans bathe more often than
any other people, and Saturday is
no longer the one universal day for
bathing, says n Chicago advertisjing
expert. Why? Americans have been
trained to bathe frequently hy the
relentless propaganda of scan advertisements, he explained.
You may be one of those like to
say you are never influenced by advertisements. But thefaet is that the
furnishings in your home, the cereals
you
for breakfast, the styles your
wife Weals, the phonograph that entertains you in the evening. Were all
largely detrrnrncd for you by newspaper advertisements. Think it over.
Albiniueiipie Herald.

Now that we have electricity again, somebody is going
to buy an Electric Range at a price which is RIGHT.
Have you noticed the price on the one in the window
today? We can also use the current from the new
plant to demonstrate that we have absolutely the besl
vacuum cleaner on the market the Torrington leads
them all.

et

A man

Tucumcari, New Mexico
September 5, 6, 7, 1921
3 Big Days; 3 Wonderful

Nights

Dancing Every Night

Program and Purses
BRONK RIDING
Prizes ifCilM)
Entrance Foe .TiO.(X
Dailv
1st

ini
I'.rd

STEER

10.00

BULLDOGGING
Prizes $.)00
Knt ranee Fee 10.00
Dailv
1st
$:o.oo

20.00

2nd

$.")0.()0

$:s0.00

20.00

Finals
1st
2nd

.

:5rd

'SSS it
2nd
$40.00

STEER RIDING
Frizes $1);.00
Knt ranee Fee $.").00
Dailv'

1st

:i:.i0

2nd
:!nl

20.00
.fio.oo

RELAY RACES
Frizes F)0.00
Entrance Fee 2.".00
Dailv
1st

100.00

2nd

WILD HORSE RACES
Frizes Daily
Knt ranee Fee :.00
:i0.t)()
2nd
20.00

lt

:!i'd

10.00

FREE FOR ALL
HORSE RRACES
Prizes i:)0.00
Entrance Fee 10.00
One Day Only
1st

2nd

$100.00
$50.00

$100.00
00.00
$40.00

:!rd

CALF ROPING
Prizes ")00
Entrance Fee 15.0(
Dailv
1

-- ml

iO.i'K)

20.00

Finals
1st

100.00
ii0.00

2nd
:!rd

40.00

WILD COW MILKING
,")().( M)
Frizes
Knt ranee Fee .".( K)
1

is"'

.kOO

i:).0()
10.00

irtl

ROPE HORSE RACE
Kntrance Fee 2.00
One Dav Onlv
1st
2nd

2.").00

15.00

PACK RACE
Kntrance Fee 15.(0
Purse 150.00
One Day Onlv
1st
2nd

3rd

$7.").00

.

50.00
$2') 00

ADMISSION WILL BE REDUCED FROM $1.50
TO $1.00. GRAND STAND AND AUTOMOBILES FREE.

Parade and Grand Free Barbecue
First Day
Address all Communications to
DAN TRIGG, Manager

ADVEKTISINC; GKAITKliS
charged with having worked a fake advertising scheme was arrested in Albuipiei(ue last week and
taken to Hilton for trial on a charge
of obtaining money under false pretenses. If he is guilty it is the case
of the exception that is caught. The
vast majority of the advertising grafters go free. They have just enough
basis for taking money from the
public to permit then) to escape u
charge of criminal fraud.
l.Miriug the past three months Albuquerque has been raided by an unusual number of those easy money
lifters. Many other avenues to money without work have been closed, und
as is usually the case when times are
"tight" large numbers of the fraternity of petty thieves turn to tho "advertising graft," as they frankly describe it among themselves.
These advertising grafters do not
interfere greatly with the legitimate
advertising media, such as newspapers and bill boards. They generally stay as far away as they can from
those having to uj with legitimate advertising. But they do take a large
amount of money from the 'unsuspecting and thus they hurt those media
of demonstrated usefulness; by putting into their pockets money that
would otherwise go into useful and
productive advertising, and by discrediting advertising because the fake
schemes, as a matter of course, never
get any results.
It seems that something might be
done in Albuquerque to protect merchants from these lifters of easy
money. It would seem just that the
several newspapers and printing
plants which maintain large and expensive organizations und pay big
payrolls, should be protected from the
competition of a kind of graft that
borders on theft und that frequently
crosses the line. Newspapers and
printing plants pay an occupation tax.
The itinerant advertising grafter
should at least be required to meet
the same condition and to pass some
kind of official scrutiny for his scheme
before being turned loose upon the
community.
If the city commissioners are in-- t
rested in ihe subject of providing
this protection for local business they
can easily obtain complete information upon the subject from those
who have paid over good money for
space in publications that do not exist; in directories that never had a
chance of being printed; and in various other alluring schemes the one
and only object of which has been
to provide an easy living for soft
spoken gentry until such time as the
market for fake oil stock comes
back. Albuquerque Herald.
0

WHEAT, KAFFIR CORN
MAIZE AND HOGS
The old saying that "hogs are mortgage lifters", may or may not be
true, but that hogs are indeed profitable is a known fact to the Eastern
New Mexico farmers and stockmen.
No other stock of any kind has held
in price like the hog and no other
meat is so universally wanted as pork
and Californians are using a wonderful amount of pork and it is said
that the people of California never
knew the real vnlue of grain fed pork
until the last few months when their
own supply of hogs gave out causing
the butchers and packers to use grain
hogs from the plains country of New
Mexico and west Texas. That people of our county have made wonderful money on lings the last few
months was caused by the cheapness
of kaffir and maize and the extra
feeding qualities of our maize and!

'

Why not touch up the worn spots on your floors with Chinamel?
It is easily applied, anyone can do it, and gives a permanent covering
to ihe wood, in any color you may wish. Then a coat of Old English
Wax will make your floors like new, and they will STAY that way.

0

Sixth Annual Round-u- p

nice

iffht

We have another lot of that new kind of oil stove which has proven so successful, ancTwill be very glad to have you give one a trial. If
it is not the best, do not buy it.

i

Roberis-Dearbor-

Hardware Company

ne

S Phone 221

Clovis, N. M.
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kaffir.
With kaffir at $1.00 perl
hundred, or 50c per bushel and hoes
at $7 to $8 per hundred here in local
markets makes the hog a wonderful
j
money maker.
H. W. Bell of Pleasant Hili neigh-- '
borhood who has bought several
bunches of .00 pound pigs this spring
and fed them from 30 to 60 days so'
as to get them to the California weight
150 to 250 pounds has made big prof-its on them. The hog is going to
do his share to help Curry
county
farmers to make Curry county land
$100 the acre all way round.
1

I

California market hus been
help to the market and now
that Californians have gotten in the
habit of eating Plains pork it is to be
hoped that they will continue in demanding our pork.
At the present time eastern New
Mexico is getting scarce on hogs and
it possibly will be 60 dnys before
the spring crop of pigs will be large
enough for the market.
The surprise of the amount of hogs
In territory adjacent to ("ovis and
that have been bought by Clovis
buyers is shown by the statement of
Stricklin & Co., who huve bought
Th--

a

i

great

since Januury 1st, 1921, $130,000
hogs that were shipped.
'Quite

a
number of pigs were bought and resold for feeding purposes.
The eastern states where the farther have made good in and the land
passed the $100 per acre mark was
made t, wheat r corn and hop.
Our country has anything equalled
in the production of wheat, maize and
kaffir und hogs that has ever bom
shown in the eastern states.
Why
can't furry county come? We'g.'.y
it can, iloes, and will.
News Want

Ads

Bring

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
A TRUCK THAT' COSTS LESS TO OPERATE
One-To- n
Truck willi demountable
Tho Ford
rims and pneumatic tires, are dependable, as well as serviceable.
This, probably more than any other factor, accounts for their popularity. There is no evidenee so convincing as that which comes
from long, practical experience. Like the Ford car. the Ford O.ie-ToTruck Ford Built throughout has proven itself. In it
arc combined the Ford principles of simplicity, with strength,
lowest first cost, lowest operating cost, durability.
worm-drive-

of

n

n

In the city, on tho farm, carrying its load. between cities
n
everywhere you will find the Ford
Truck doing duty.
have
come to know it as the
Merchants, manufacturers, fanners,
truck of utmost service.
One-To-

Standing gi ard behind the Ford One-To- n
Truck is the Ford
Service Organization. The Authorized Dealers, and Service Stations, carry Complete assortments of genuine Ford parts and em-'- 1
mechanics to give service to Ford owners.

"Ford A Business Utility" is a'uew booklet of solid facts
and figures about Ford cars and the Ford
n
Truck in
business service, (let a copy from the nearest Ford dealer. They
One-To-

are free for the asking.

JONES & LINDLEY, Operating Highway Garage

Results.
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ENTERPRISE

ECHOES
.

y
at Moye
services
The
Chapel Sunday were attended by a
large crowd. Brother Tipton of Tex-ic- o
preached in the morning and Brother Welch in the afternoon.
Mr. Tom Ross and family moved
They will tuke
to Clovis Motiduy.
possession of the
Stroud rooming
.
house.
Mr. Ed Joiner, who has been on a
trip to Old Mexico, returned Sunduy
to his home In this community.
Mis Delia Ross spent Sunday night
with Miss Nellie Brown.

Mr. J. I. Meador's mother Is here
Miss Fay Francis of near Texico
is spending a few days with her cous- visiting him from East Texas.
Miss Elsie Lewis called at the
in, Miss Anna Belle Ware.
Carl and K6y Meador, Martin Ross Struble home Tuesday.
and Elsie McCarty called on Willie
You would be surprised how much
and Raymond Jones Sunday.

wear an Armenian could get next
winter out of that old suit you have
worn for the last time. Indianapolis
with Claudia Meador.
Star.
Mr.
I.
Meador,
Mr. and Mrs. J.
and Mrs. A. S. Walker made a trip
It is to be hoped in the Irish
to Roswell last week.
that the Orange fuctor will
Several of the fanners are working not prove a lemon. Bultimore Amer- away from home since they have
their crops laid by.
Jupan understands thut America's
Mr. rind Mrs. Tom Jones and fampolicy has no changing
Chinese
in
the
Thursday
duy
spent
the
ily
Hughes. Greenville, (S. C.)
home of J. C. Curnnhnn of near

Nine Points to Consider it Culling Out
Hens
Non-Produci-

ng

During July and August a great many hens finish their producing
period for the year. At this time effective culling cf the flock may be
done by observing those body characters which vary with egg production.
The nine points of indication as numbered on the illustrations give at this
time of the year definite information as to the value of the hen as an egg
producer.

Miss Mayme Houston of Fairfield is staying a few duys this week

nego-tiatio-

0

Cigarette
seal In the
delicious Burlcy

To

ir--

K

f
;

tobacco flavor.

it's Toasted avJ

fa

.4

--

-

0

V

)

SULLIVANS

j'

Grocery and Market

TEX1CO-FARWEL-

Hubert Hartshorn is now employed
in the Clovis National Bunk. Wo n'v
a little skeptical about our bunkers
going to Clovis as that town is full

I-

6j

-

-

'

:-

"

-

bunkers alreudy.
Most of the bunkers in Clovis came
from our town. Well, after all, it
is quite u recommendation to
in that they have to depend
Bree.i? iu
Kitr. 1. The In n lu re represenleil is c.f the American class.
upon us for that kind of muteriul. this class are Plymouth Rock, Wyandotte, Rhode Island Red, Uominiqiu ;..vl
or
It's all right, Clovis, ami when you tiuckeyc. These breeds all have red ear lobes and produce a tintiiin'.ed
brown shelled egir. Some binds have single tombs us lu re repictt
need more bankers we will have them unci
some have rose comb us pictured in Fig, '!.
for you tbxt is the kind of pciple
THE VENT. (1) Loses its yellow color with two or three weeur of
we rare here.
laying. A louse, moist vent means' that the hen is producing egg. A t.ht,
dry vent means that the hen has discontinued laying at thin time.

of

Texico-Farwe-

ll

Texico-Farwe-

Offers you service and good Goods
For Your Money

U.

FROM

ll

Texico-Farwe-

Telephone us

(2) The inner edge of the eyelids, require fum
THE EYE RING
one to two weeks loi ter to bleach out than the vent.
(.'11 of the Mediterranean
breeds require u tew u.ys
EAR LOBES
longer to lose the yellow or fut coloring thun the eyt ring.

97

THE BEAK. (4) will lose its yellow color from the base toward the
tip. A bleached beak indicates that the hen ban been in production turn
v
four to six weeks. Frequently a light or bleached band will be noticed
between the base and tip of the beak. Thin indicates thnt the hen
m.d-wa-

S.

THE
NOBBY TREAD

The head in Fig. 2 is rcpresenUt.ve
of the JVIedcterrnnenn or iff :pe
breeds. These are the Leghorn MAncona, Anadalusian and
inorca,
Spanish. These breeds have Wh.te
ear lobes and produce a white hlilW
Some varieties have
ed eKlf.
combs as represented in Fi(. 3.

mi
iff
W'S

Whtre tha going is specially heavy

with snow, mud or sand, in hilly
country where maximum traction on
the road Is a factor, no other tire tread
yet deviled Is quite so effective, or so
wholly approved by motoring opin-Io- n,
as the U. 8. Nobby Tread.

it

H-s-

Its very simplicity three rows of
diagonal knobs, gripping the road- -is
the result of all the years of U. 8.
Rubber experience with every type
of road the world over.

11

Fi?.2

The head in Fig. 3 with a rose comb

9

A

edtoeot

or tinted shell.

Si0v7 Musk

and talk to the next man
with U. S. Tires on
his car. Ask him why.
Most likely you'll hear an interesting story about his tire experimentsbefore the answer was
found. Money wasted. Promises

..ea.
V-- ?

.

I

A

had stopped, which
has been in production for a short period ami then
the yellow to begin coming back into me beak, beginning at iU
and pushing the bleached portion in front of it.

There are 92 U. S. Factory Branches.
Your local U. 8. Dealer is drawing
upon them continually to keep his stocks
sized up, complete to give you service.
Whenever he gets one or a hundred
tires from a U. S. Factory Branch, they
are newly made this season' tires.
Sold to you at a net price. Full values.
Square-dealinA reputable maker. A
reputable dealer. The whole transaction
as befits the leadership of the oldest and
largest rubber organization in the world.

man who went through it.
Finally U. S. Tires. And U. S.
Tires ever since.
Perhaps It's the experience of U. 8.
Tire buyers that makes them more emphatic in their preference than ever this

g.

year.
have tried most

States

United States

i

f

THE LOWER MANDIBLE C.) may be used in plsee of the iwtt
black or horn.
How,r,
mandible for birds where the upper mandible
on or two weeks drlW
the period of bleaching for the lower mandil.l is
than' the period of the upper mandible.
fcrnl
THE SHANK (0) bleaches out slower than any of the other eertod
production for a
and a pale or bleached shank therefore indicates
leaves
of fifteen to twenty weeks. The color of theofshank rbank, from the uMa
therefore ft
the
on the front of the shank towards the back
yellow would be Ojh
with the front of the shunk bleached and the rear
to
not
excewi
period
sidered as a hen having produced for a
just passed.
(7 A 3) ndieute tht
COMB. WATTLES AND EAR LOBES.
fully wiponjed,
of the ovary. Comb, wattles and ear lobes that are
A
in benvy produHtoe.
hen
the
it
that
indicate
smooth,
and
full
plump

"Slop tnd Itlk to Iht ntxt man you
ttt with V. S. Tint on hit car."

tu wh

back it up.

unkept. Trouble on the road humorous to every one except the

U on ote m

3)

me

everything by the way of "staggering
bargains", "hurrah discounts", "discontinued lines at less" and so forth they
know what not to get
They want a fresh, live tire. With a
good reputation. That's everything it says
it is. With the people behind it who

STOP see

When these men

as represented here may belong to
breeds of eithes the general purpose
type or egg type. Depending upon
the breeds the car lobes will be white
or red and the, eggs will have a white

tl

United StatesTlres
are Good Tires

w.

r- -

rv.- -T

I
r

U. S. USCO TREAD

v

'"

TV""'

,

'
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''T

,
4

U. S. CHAIN TREAD
U. S. NOBBY TREAD

1

U. S. ROYAL CORD

U.S. RED & GREY TUBES

no

P3

A GOOD

FLOCK OF PRODUCING HENS

liot-att
dried comb with a pale or pink to vihr.c l.iupoloreou.t. bu on
hen. A
therefore a
U pre
ce,,,,g ba.
ih"aCt
indicate, that the hen
I. not'
duction after a period of rest.
ell
i
X
dilated soft. Ti; f.A.- ...vh,s tun
THE ABDOMEN
th,- nelvic
from
down
forced
keel
the
spn.adand
'Vi,,'
'0( uct.oii ,S indicated l.y .he i,.n. t., c. tl
Heavy
imcitv
,n, PIUk
pelvic arches. A soft vehMv v,
the
condition
ho
I a ccim uu.tt
U
pelvic
production. Stiff
rches indicatei heavynu.,1,
fat indent.;
i.. ..i..;.
..Kill unue. ...i.' "
a ii ...l .li.ln.ite tliv
the heel of the
on
('.')
SCALES
THE
.
1st n,
,1 t
f.
i ml-!.
do no;
scales
shank-Thee
of
the
color
natun.l
.
t. i.t thi tihsiiiit
e.l
he
may
it
detenu.
index,
s
an
using these
have nicacncu inrmiu ,."..u
nui'd be done
l,v this
, bea,
k rui;.l.
n I., i anlm,t begins tlie color of the skin, shank.-W
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Rubber Company

v ..nil

-

-

NEW STATE AUTO CO.

Clovis, New Mexico

POSTAL OIL and GAS CO.

Clovis, New Mexico

,

b'-f-
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The best wo can say for tilt dry
champions who wont in In knock out
John Barleycorn is that liny have
('olunil)in l.S. ('.I
him very
ninp-yy.-

Record.

PROBATE COURT OF
STATE OF NEW

IN THE

f'l'RRY

SHILOH SANPSHOTS

MEXICO.
In the matt it of the. Estate)
of Th'tmii.s Trumniall, deceased)
No. 334

Disc Rolling
Lathe Work
General Blacksmithing
Cylinders

Re-Bore- d

Guaranteed

Satisfaction

Kentucky Iron Works
Burton

313 West Otero
i :

:

Notice of Appointnifnt and Notice
to Creditors.
hereby given, that letters
Notice,
on the estate of
of administration
Tlioinas Tiamniall, deceased, were
granted to the undersigned by the
Probate Court of Curry County,
State of New Mexico, on the 2nd day
of July, 1921.
All persons having claims aguinst
said estate urc required to exhibit
and present the same to the under,
signed at his office in Clovis, New
Mexico, for allowance within twelve
months uftcr the dato of this notice
and publication with nccesary vouchers, or they will bo forever barred ari
precluded from any benefit of said
estate, or, said claims may be filed
with the Clerk of said Probate Court.
Dated this, the 2nd day of July, A.
D. 1921.

THOS. F. BLACKMORE,
Special Administrator.
4tp.

Boydstun, Props.

&

: : :

New

Want Ada

Bring

Results.

n

F. M. REED

Safe Expert
SAFES OPENED, COMBINATIONS CHANGED
AND CLEANED. ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

typewriter work.

CLOVIS

OF

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

(I)elayeil from las't week)
The fanners of this cotvnvj'.ity uic
not yet done harvesting, thouyh a
(rood portion of the wheat, Is in tin;
stack and some grain 'hreahed and
marketed.
Mrs. Nolan Atwell ha3 returned
home from Dallas, Texas v.herj she
visited her fath?r.
ilr. and Mrs. Greer and children
called at the Hlackwell home last
Sunday evening, ulso at the

"THE PEOPLE'S BANK"
.

$125,000.00

Capital and Surplus

home,
Mrs.

Kirhy is slowly improving
under the Chiropractic treatment.
Miss Cain McBrayer visited the
Misses Atwell last Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Greer went to Clovis Friday to
She
attend teachers examinations.
will teach at Fairfield next year.
Miss Grace Wells of Bovina visited her sister, Mrs. H. H. Turner,
last week.
Mr. Atwell spent Sunday at home
and returned in the evening to Clovis
where he is working.

Every man, woman and child should have a Hanking Home.
When you do business with a mil hank you are entitled to every
courtesy and accommodation it can consistently grant. "We

MULE PRODUCES COLT

Montana has a mare mule that has
the mother of a sturdy colt,
according to a dispatch from Dillon,
Dr. W, J. Butler, state veteriMont.
narian, has made official record of
the birth of this colt biu withholds
the name of the owner because he
says the ranchman "doesn't want to
he plagued with a flood of foo! questions."
Although this is but the fourth record instance in the history of veterinary science, that a mare mule has
dropped a colt. Dr. Butles states that
ihcre is no question about the legitimacy of the colt in question and is
preparing data for the information
of breeders, veterinarians, and the
bureau of animal industry of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
It is said that the mule will be bred
again in the hopes that she will proIt duce a female with the reproductive
ability of its mother and perhaps thus
propagate the breed.
American
Hereford Journal.

n

Also light

'

4

COUNTY,

believe

become

that anyone should he careful in making their selection

and should hear the following

things in niind

--

STWKMiTir.

WILLING XKSN, ANILITY, and the past reputation of a hank
for taking care of its customers and promoting the welfare of the
community. We try to give everyone u'WjrAliK DKAI'and run
our hank on the policy of "The most good to the most people."
If you're not a customer now, won't you give us a trial !

i:
120

North Merriwether St.

i

.4

t

.I

!

J4

i

t

' ; l

The "Old" First National Bank

g

Phone 31
trr::

Gold and silver in small quantities
have been found in some Wyoming
We thought they were
: coal.
it when we asked the price
i.
n recently. Farm, Stock and Home,
i.i
(Minneapolis.)
.

i

IJ

',

4

-

:

tti..i-',-j',.,..i.i.i.tti.tii..ti.-

.

Never put off till tumorrow what
A quack doctor was advertising
some medicines on the street corner. you can do todayit may be prohibDoctor: "I have sold these pills for ited then. Boston Transcript.
years and never heard
a complaint. What does that prove?"
Voice from the crowd: "That dead
men tell no tales."
Exchange.

E. D.

Dray and Transfer
Scavenger Man

twenty-fiv- e

9o

And now Henry Ford says that
God willing he will again be a candidate for the U. S. Senate. Somebody
ought to inform Henry that (iod n
not mixing in Michigan politics.

Carlsbad Current.

o
O

a

JENKINS

Clean-u-

o

Quick

8

p

and Trash Haulm?

Service and Treat You Right
CLOVIS, X. M.
Phone

29

TEXAS WONDER
Clovis Marble Works

for kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lame back, rheumatism

"What is the chief cause of di- and irregularities of the
kidneys and
vorce?" asks a college professor. bladder in both men and women.
If
Speaking offhand, we would say, mat- tot sold by your druggist will be sent
rimony. Cleveland News.
oy mail on receipt of $1.25. One
Send for
small bottle often cures.
I am now prepared mil am ( ling
Wichita carpenters have voluntarworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall.
ily reduced the amount of wages they 2926 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. Sold W. O. W. Monument Contracts.
couldn't get and have gone to work. by druggists.
Barber County (Kansas) Index.

MARBLE AND

GRANITE WORK

40
Reduction on

BUck-Draug-

In business the man who engages
in the most ad ventures ii surest to
come out unhurt
Washington Post.

n

Big assortment to select from; noth-

ing reserved. They won't last long
at this wonderful reduction. Select
yours now.

DON'T RISK NEGLECT.
Don't neglect a constant backache,
sharp, darting pains, or urinary disorders.
The danger of dropsy or
Bright's disease is too serious to ignore. Use Doan'c Kidney Pills as
have your friends and neighbors. Ask
your neighbor. A Clovis case:
Mrs. Mary Colterell says: "My
kidneys became disordered and caused my back to ache. Many times I
could hardly go on account of those
awf j backaches My hancs and feet
viuld often swell up, caused by the
regular action of iny k;dneys. 1
I could hardwould often get so
ly go and many ti.nts specks and
spots would float befui-- my eyui
and blur my, sight. I felt miserable
when I began taking Doan's Kidney
Pills and three boxes of Doan's cured
me of the trouble. I can't too highly
recommend this medicine."
60c at all dealers
6
Co., Mfgi", Buflaio. ). Y.

d:y

NUNN ELECTRIC CO.
OF CLOVIS

J. DWIGHT

Whenever a foreign power wishes
a favor from Uncle Sam, it reminds SOUR STOMACH
him of the inestimable help It lent
him in his struggle for independence.
INDIGESTION
The number of countries which now
claim to have aided in the enterprise
is enormous, and indicates that Washington and his patriots must have had Tnedford'i
Highly
a pretty easy time of it, sitting around
Recommended by a Tennessee
in luxury at Valley Forge and letting
Grocer for Troubles Re
the allies do the work. Kansas City
Star.
alting from Torpid

voster-Milbur-

n

West Grand Avenue

Real Service!

nt

"1,tt-MWSltjtltj11fajli- j

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business In Clovis. There is a
reason for thii. Wo are giving
our patroni the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.

Liver.

tut

Nashville, Tenn.
The ffl
lency of Thedford'i Black-Draugh- t,
the
genuine, herb, liver medicine, la
Touched for by Mr. W. N. Parsone, a
grocer of this city,
"it it without
doubt th. best liver medicine, and I
don't belter I could get along without
It I take It for sour etomach, headache, bad liver, Indigestion, and all

oe-ib- le

OPEN ALL NIGHT

other troubles that are the result of
torpid liver.
"I hare known and used It for var
and can and do highly recommend It
to every one. I won't go to bed with,
out It In the house.
It will do all it
claims to da I cant aay enough (or
other men and women throughout the country have found Black
Draught Just aa Mr Parsons doscrlbea
raluabl In regulating the liver to
Ita normal functions, and In cleansing
the bowels of Impurities.
Thedford'i
liver medl
cine Is the origin! and only genuine,
Accept no Imitations or substitute.
Always ask (or Thedford'i.
Black-Draug-

.

iH

We have adopted

new

pol-

icy of keeping

our restaurant
open all night Thli will give
the wheat hauler! a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are In getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

,

'

Ogg&Boss Cafe

'

Open All Night

j
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Interests of Bank
and Depositors
Officers and directors of this bank recog-

that the interests of this bank and its depositors
are the same. When the resources of the patrons
and depositors of the hank increase the volume of
business increases. It is therefore wise and prudent
for the hank to assist the people of this vaciniiy to
increase their money and property.
be-

tween the officers of this bank and its depositors are
encouraged. Any service that we can render is always cheerfully given in all financial matters.

Farmers State Bank
of Clovis, New Mexico
S.

J. W. Wilkcrson, Vice Pres.

J. Boykin, Pres.

A. W. Skarda, Cashier

WHAT LIFE IS LIKE
As I write this I can look out of
my window and see a Cloud, a Hill,

Life is not a wall, for a wall is a
limitation, while life is infinite, and
has no bounds.
Life is not a roud, for life roams
the fields and goes where other men
have not gone. It flies over the
hedges as a bird; it treads the forest
as a deer.
Life is a river, always the same yet
different; always passing, always
present; fluid, yet outlasting all walls
and houses; flowing yet enduring;
going yet eternal.
"Tho river of life" is a true symbol. The river is the one natural object that is both fleeting and permanent. Dr. Frank Crane in Farm Life.

a Spire, a House, a Wall, a Road and
a River, in just this order from top
to bottom.
Life is not a cloud, for a cloud has
no substance, save this mist.
Life is not a hill, for a hill is
beautiful at a distance only, while life
is near and dear, and its microscopic
ways are as charming as its perspective.
Life is not a spire, for a spire points
to a happiness in another world than
this; whereas happiness grows in but
one place, here, and t one time, now.
John "Don't you think that the
The kingdom of life is about us.
Life is not a house, for a house is way the women wear their skirts so
perron nent, while life is fleeting. high make them look shorter?"
Many lives rome and go, and the
Herny "Yes, and they make the
house stunds.
men look longer,"

Life, Accident, Health,
Auto Insurance

Notary, Rentals,
Legal Papers

NO DEAL TOO BIG, NO BUSINESS

TOO SMALL

F. S. BURNS
Lyceum Theatre Building

REAL ESTATE AND LOANS
Phone 194

were visited by a fine rain
Sunday. Tho crops and guldens weiv
needing rain.
Who whs it that was cuuuht out in
the ran Sunday evening without any
mud chains?
Mr. and Mrs. Akers were culling
at tho Copelund home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Douglass, William and Homer Akers, Henry and Austin Bowman, Floyd and Uler.n Willoughby,
and Mr. and Mis. Connell and children were calling at the Hopper home
Sunday.
Mrs. Gertrude Bowman is on the
sick list.
Several boys spent Sunday night
with Delmos and Paul Hopper on account of the rain.
"Slim"

Clovis, N. M.

Miss Elsie Gallagher and Miss Car-- 1
rie Bell returned home Saturday from
Las Vegas where they have been attending the summer school.
Mrs. Brewer of Hale County, Texas, has been visiting with her sister,
Mrs. C. M. Page, the past few days.
Mr. Bryan Singleterry has purchased a new Ford roadster.
Mr. and Mrs. McCain spent the
evening with Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Hyde Sunday.
Mr. Ellis Rogers has purchased a
new tractor and plows.
A number of the young people of
this community attended the show
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. DeLozier were
pleasant guests at the home of Mr.
G. W. Hyde's Sunday evening.
Mr. Carl Wilkcnson has purchased
a new tractor and plows.
Mr. Gordon Smith spent Sunday
with his relatives at Grady.
The singing was quite a success
Everyone is inSunday evening.
vited to come next Sunday evening.
Mr. John Teague and family returned to Plainview last week.
Mr. Lawton Moon, who has been
visiting his sister, Mrs. C. M. Page,
returned to Plains, N. M., where he-ivisiting other relatives.
Most everyone is preparing their
wheat ground for next season.
Miss Charltey Cheney Is visiting
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mi's.
Martin. Her mother will arrive soon.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Snodderly were
pleasant visitors at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. E. C. Barnes.
Miss Virginia Moorman is visiting
with her sister, Mrs. L. G. Barnes.
Mrs. Roy Hartzog of Sweetwater,
Texas, Is visiting her brother, Mr.
Lonnie Daniels, the past few days.
Mr. and Mi's. Bieler were pleasant
visitors at the home of their relatives,
Mr. and Mrs. Smith of Pleasant Hill.
There was not any B. Y. P. U.
Sunday evening on account of the
rain.
Do you know
Who is fond of strawberries?
Which way Is the Ford roadster
going?
Who came home in the rain Sunday
evening?

RAISING OF HOGS
PROVES GOOD INVESTMENT

IS

1111
Groceries, Oil, Gasoline
and Coal
Windmills, Well Material
Work Clothes

aie welcome at our store
and the prices are right.

You

PLAINS BUYING & SELLING
ASSOCIATION
Stores at Clovis, Havener

and Farwell

'

i

pi ill

1

fifflis

The past few years have served to
prove beyond a shadow of a doubt
that the production of livestock is the
most important and profitable phase
of farming. Not only is this true, but
it is now a universally accepted fact
that admits no argument. It can be
said to the credit of the intelligence
of the American farmer that once
convinced of the advantages of livestock as a means to increase the revenue derived from hit farm and to
increase the fertility of the soil, he
undertook the increased production
of livestock and the results have been
such that farming without livestock
it
situation that will never again
be known to the world of agriculture.
Livestock is permanent
on every
farm and it can be truthfully said
that farming cannot be profitably conducted without the production of
livestock in connection with farming operations.
In nearly every
farming community the farmers who
have accumulated wealth and who arc
the forces behind the real accomplishments of the community are livestock farmers.
In an analysis of what constitutes
livestock on American farm we aw
told by figures officially compiled that
nearly fifty per cent of the total value
of the meat and meat products slaughtered in the packing houses of the
United States is derived from the hog.
We can present no more telling argument to the American farmer, in our
effort to encourage the raisins of
more and better hogs than these simple figures. The fact that 50 per cent
of the meat products of the United

I

x

I
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Oak Flooring

Cottage or Mansion The
Floors are of Oak

PLEASANT HILL ITEMS

"Smaity"

t

.

We

nize,

To this end the most cordial relations

La

NEWS

Oak floors arc the Hall Mink of quality in every hoiu
they testify to good taste and sound judgment.

Forked Leaf Oak is the aristocrat of flooring
woodsfor beauty and uniformity of texture it is unsurpassed.
It is found in homes of mosl modest character, as well as in the
statliest mansions,
Long-Bel- l'

Yi

Forked Leaf Oak floors are least expensive, because they never wear out in ordinary service. They harmonize
with any scheme of interior decoration, and their beauty is more
than "skin deep."
Long-He-

ll

New floors of oak may be laid over old
of old floors, no delay.

T

pno-fie- uu

"IT

floors-- - no

tearing out

n

umber fompanq

COSTS NO MORE TO BUILD

IT RIGHT"

W. B. Cramer, Manager.

have other feeds that will grow bone,
muscle and internal organs and that
will stimulate growth and development. Without protein feeds no animal can make growth, much less proThe hog t primi'i il;.' the most profduce pork at a profit. Hogs that have
othNo
itable animal n an farm.
access to good pasture will invariably
er farm anim! mature lis riij iJly. do better than hogs confined to close
s
ol;
v
m
unJ
i.roduces is (,'J
and requires as small an initial investment. The capital, labor
necessary to eniC'
.inil equipnic;
li. raising )." it si snuil. that it is
t ihin the meant of eveiy farmer to
and sure,
be a producer con1 inuoiia
which insures the fanner tho iise of
ready money at all time of tho year.
Growing hogs thus earn quick interest on the principal rnd enable the
hog grower to realize on the principal
In otht'i
which can be
words, money invested in hogs is subject to "quick turnover". The banker
readily appreciates th financial advisability of growing hogs and investigation will show that the pork producer is generally regarded by bankers as a safe risk and is always given
bank accommodations. Why is this
true? Because the production of pork
of
is profitable and is a
success and financial independence.
Hogs on any farm mean diversified
crops, increased soil fertility and increased production, which is a natural
consequence of the first two.
States is produced by the hog, should
bo sufficient reuson t ) indued all
faimers, not so
'e ia:iink; hui;s,
:.?! if ;."
lo begin the ,u

'

1

111

pens. By grazing, hogs secure roots,
herbs, and sometimes mineral matter
thut their systems demand, and that
they wold not otherwise get.

The reason we hate an
hog is because he beats us to
Providence Journal.

end-se-

it.-

-

t.ieai-number-

fore-runn-

The hog is an economical feeder.
There is no farm animal that will
make greater gains in a given period
of time on the same amount of feed
than the hog. In other words, the hog
makes the most mea'. in the shortest
minimum feed expense.
time with
There is no farm product that the hog !!
does not eat and his position as the
champion consumer of farm
has never been assailed. The hog
likewise, makes the very besc possible :i
use of the pasture, turning into high
priced pork, alfalfa, rape, wheat, oats
clover and most any native rasses in
connection with other feeds. Hogs ::
cannot be profitably raisi'd on pastures alone, no more than they can be
profitably raised on corn or other
grains alone but good pasture is often
all that is needed to make a balanced
ration and in all cases greatly cheapens the cost of producing pork. It !
should be said that even the best pasture plus good corn is not a properly
balanced ration for young stock that
is being grown out and developed for
breeding animals. Such stock should
:

'i

larnurt (Jewelry

There's absolute charm in se-- ::
lecting a "Gift That Lasts" from
our beautiful assortment of jew- -

i;

elry.

::

Here you will find gifts for
each member of the family.
Come in and see them.

Denhofs Jewelry Co.
SANTA FE WATCH INSPECTORS

ji
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er nome well raroisiiea
We carry the kind of stock from which you can make selections of suites or single
pieces of furniture that will add charm to the home. Every woman takes special
pride in her home and we can help to make selection. Our prices are in line with readjustments; you will be surprised how reasonably you can buy furniture here.
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LOCAL MENTION
Special orehestra music cueh evening at dinner lit the White Rose
Mrs. Kr:inre Xixnn of Kt. Simmer Cafe.
was ii l lnvis visitor Saturday.
County Agent K. I'.' Ilollinger and
The lnvad will lie pretty and white
Coniinissioner .1. P. Fleming were visSunlight.
if you line
itors to Melrose lust Saturday.
V.

0. oiilliani of l'oitnH's was

n

This is the last month for storage
prices. Better order your coal now.
Lumber Co.
Tf the flour is Sunlight, the brcud Long-Hewill bo right.
Attorney (ieo. L. Reese of Portales
Miss Agnes l.al.oiiile left Sunday attended District Court in Clovis this
week.
for u visit in Kansas.
Clevis visitor Sat unlay.

ll

For fire insurance

I.nn'

see Doughton

Co.

9

rtakin ff Co.

s, r urmture an

J. II. Sliepard prenehed last
at the t'hritsiun (.'huwh nl

.

in

Everything is clean and sunitary
ut the Wliite Rose Cafe on Grand
Avenue.

manager of the
Brown,
Milton
We have th agency for soir2 f the
mii.t substantial old liik fire insur- of the Kemp Lumber Co. of this city,'
companies, Doughton Land and his family left, this week for an'
ance
week.
outing trip in the mountains southCompany.
Ii
west of Uoswcll.
l'hone No. 72 for Plumbing and
Electrical Repairing.
Mrs. W. A. Havener is v'siting her
Coal will not be reduced in price
Her
parents at MeAlister, Okla.
this
winter on account of the freight
father is dangerously ill and not exrates. We are now milking special
i It1 "wrm
pected to live.
ff'fVTrfl
iiii'
rum
storage rates. Lvng-Rel- l
Lumber Co.
tfc.
Emerson, P. & 0. Canton, and
0. (I. Turner and family of Friona, Case Listers. Sec us before buying.
Grandma Bailey of Hollis, Okla.,
Texas, were shopping in Clovis
is here for a visit with her sun, John
T. Hailey. Mrs. Bailey will probably
m. J'lJfU.n SJ'll !"l
spend the winter here.
The biead will be pretty and whiU
if you use Sunlight.
J. H. Shepaid will deliver two adSome diamonds are worthless, also
Mrs. T. E. Millon of Muleshoc un- dresses nt the Y. L. Ranch school several grades of coal. The best coal
derwent an operation at the Baptist house near Muleshoe next Sunday at:is the cheapest. We have it. Lane
Hospital Monday. She is doing well. 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
4 Sons Grain Co.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. lsler of Cameron spent several days in Clovis thi

1

Mrs. J. F. Oehlert, who hut spent
the past seven weeks visiting her
mother and other relatives in Indiana
and Illinois, and Mr. Oehlei t's ph rents
at Galveston, returned home Sat 'I'day
morning.

Where ipinlity and service
supreme.

Ilonier Stern and family ol
were here last week witni Hsing
the ball games between Floy l.id.i aid
Mr. Steen is editor of the
Clovis.
I'loydada Hesperian, one of the rne'ly
good newspapers of the plain- Fli.y-dad-

Electric Filling Station, Phu:
ltc.
Kil

Don't risk your property without
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Herod of this
0. V. Havis returned last Suturduy
sufficient fire insurance. We rep- city and Dr. P. F. Herod and wife of
Sunlight Flour.
Miss Mac Shipley has returned
from n trip to Hot Springs, N. M.
resent some of the best companies. F.l R?no, Okla., returned the latter
from Silver City where she has been
Mrs. P. W. Goebcl of Kansas City, Dougr on Land Co.
part of last week from an outing
Sunlight attending the summer normal.
The best for biscuits
Mo., is visiting at the home of her
trip in the mountains near Las Vegas.
Flour.
Mrs. J. A. Vaden of Ft. Worth,
Refrigerator time is here. We have son, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Goebel.
This is the last month for storage
Texas, has been here visiting at the
busirapt. John I.uiknrt made a
a big stock and glnd to show them
home of her daughter, Mrs. J. S. prices.
Better order your coal now.
don
repairing
of
All
kinds
leather
nets trip to Portales Tuesday.
Long-BeLumber Co.
at Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand Boydstun.
Avenue.
Buy Campbell'g ice cream. None
better.
P. J. Ryan of Peoria, Ills., who
has been in Clovis for several weeks,
Everett Newton, son of Mrs. Bessie
Mr. A. R. Lyman of Sterling, Colo.,
returned home last week.
.Newton, is ill with Typhoid fcvei'. '"'
ii here visiting at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Dillner.
STORE WINTER COAL.
of the plains Sunlight
Pride
Rockvale Lump. Order today, it's
flour.
We repair all kinds of furniture at scarce.
Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand
Mr.
to
and
A baby girl was born
.,
Avenue.
Kemp
Mrs. J. S. Boydstun on August 1st.
A home pioduct

for

home

DeBeny and

F.dna, left the

people

ll

eigns

daughter,

latter part of last

u

64.

Miss
week

for Hot Springs, N, M., where they
went for the benefit of Miss Edna's
health. They were accompanied by
Mr. De Berry's son, Nat, of Wfcnoka,
Oklahoma.

lis.

The paving will not interfere with
You can drive in at all times.

.

I

A

O

n

I

o

Qimkr Qyrwiu

Mrs. Geo. Houchen of Kansas City
For lubricating oil, gas and repair
is
for a visit at the home of Mr.
here
ltc
work, Tate's Garage, Clovis.
and Mrs. J. E. Houchen.
reCasscl
Mr. and Mrs. K. R.
turned this week from a vacation trip
Try a meal at the White Rose Cafe.
to points in Virginia.
and the
You will like the service
reasonable.
are
prices
Wanted: to buy White Leghorn
pullets. If you have any for sale,
Rev. and Mrs. R. B. Freeiu.tr.
notify the county agent.
turned last week from an automob.le
W. O. Shillings has commenced the trip to El Pnso, Texas.

erection of a new home on North
Mitchell Street.
We deliver nny amount of
ceries to any part of the city.
Bros., phone 481.

gro-

..

lies in Groceries
Haven Syrup
i,c
gal. Pancake Syrup....,...,
.
1 gal. Har Ii. Q. Sorghum
J 1.00
$1.10
1 gal New South Syrup, pure sugar cane
25c
2")c.
w Cook's Baking Powders, 2 for
20c
2.r)c size Health Club Baking Powder
20c
25c size Alton Baking Powder
o.)c
Baking
Powder
80c can Health Club
Powder-nOnc
will
please
better
Baking
Laytona
you try them and be convinced.
1 lot No. 2V2 solid pack Tomatoes to clean up
10c
at per can
&
Wood
Try my Coffees. They are fresh from Jett
Roasters.
The above j trices while the above goods lasf.
PLENTY OP ENGLISH WALNUTS
1--

1

.
.
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Quality and price
can you beat it?
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During the month of August we will offer some very
special bargains in all Spring and Summer merchandise. We will make prices that will move the goods.
Below we give you a few special bargains for the
next week.

Joe Hopper has commenced the
erection of a new residence on North
Main Street.
It will be constructed
of cement blocks.

If it is not Sunlight, it

y

-

Sunlight Flout

Let Cornell rcfinish your auto.
It's a good deal cheaper to have
This is a good time to have It '.hose old shoes fixed than to buy new
done..
ones. Bring them to Us. Clovis
Shoe Hospital.
Buy it in Clovis
Miss Margaret Sullivan, who has
been here visiting at the home of
Mrs. Mary Lyons, returned Sunday
to her home at Amarillo.

Some Money Saving Hal

1

Judge W. R. McGill, Register of
the Land Office at Ft. Sumner, was
a Clovis visitor Sunday.

Children's Slippers

is not the

best.
Roy Cavcny of Wichita, Kansas, is
here for a visit at the home of his
brother, Wf J. Caveny, who lives

northwest of town.

Ginghams

Our entire stock of Children's Slippers and Pumps will be out together.
They are in brown and black. Prices
ranpinp from 3.00 to 3.00. Your
$2.49
choice at

One lot of Ginghams, values 20r
the yard. All flood colors the very
thiiifr you want to make school dress- es out of. Special for one week at
per yard
16c

Men's Suits

Ladies' Oxfords

Only a few Palm Beach and
Suits left, in dark and light patterns. Clean these up at

and Pumps in brown, black and tiat- ent leather. A few strap Pumps to
ro in the sale specially priced at
OFF

Barb Wire. Field Fence, and Poul

try Netting.

1
Oscar Williams. P.oy McMillen and
Jno. F. Taylor went to Lubbock Sun-da- y
to attend the County Sinking
Convention there.

s

ONE-HAL-

F

PRICE

handle nothing but best Mait-lanlump coal. The best is the
cheapest. Lane it Sons Grain Company.

Straw Hats

Dr. P. F. Herod and wife of El
Reno, Okh., returned Sunday morn-In- g
to their home after a visit to the
home of his brother, F. B. Herod.

Panama and Straw Hats a nice
assortment to select from. These all
fro while they last at HALF PRICE.

W

ONE-THIR-

d

The White Rose Cafe on Grand
Avenue is serving the best meals in
Clovis.
Everything absolutely new
and clean.
Judge Hrntton was in Fort Sumner
last week drawing the jury for the
term of District Court which convenes
thi're in September.

W.

I.

Ladies' Slippers & Pumps
One lot of

ladies Slippers and
Pumps out together. These are odds
and ends of our entire stock. Choice
$3.98

LUIKART & CO.

js
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T. Smith of Melrose was a Clovis

fr.

mmm

visitor Wednesday.

A whirlwind courtship; a
race care elopement, then
a punctured
honeymoon and Hub-h- y
in jail!

smm ansa aaaa

mm

mmtmmamm

A

If the bread it right, the flour li
Sunlight.

TEN BIG DAYS
M
Sale

D. W. Dunn of Farwell was a

ps-s-s- s!

Wednesday.

If you want to

bo right, use Sun- -

light.
Wm. Purk of Santa Fe was in Clo
vis the first of the week.

If it

id-Sum-

mer

is not Sunlight, it is not the

best.

Beginning SATURDAY, July 30th
LASTING 'TILL AUGUST 9TH

W. W. Crooner of Santa Fe wus In
Clovis the first of the week.

Buy your winter co:i
Lumber Co.

Lorn;

1lia

month.

t

J. C. Miller and family left this;
for a motor trip to Dallas where
they will visit relatives.

Voile Blouses, values
$8.50, going at

weuk

Sunlight

The best for lightbrcad
flour.

nvc-roo-

girl or woman to come to

Wanted

home and do ironing.

Cull

at

Frank J. Cheney and
Dunner were married

400

Reduced Prices on all
Gingham Dresses

tfc.

North I'rince or Phone 97.

Miss Elsie

Tuesday

by

Rev. R. B. Freeman.

Special orchestra music each evening at dinner at the White Rose
Cafe.

Mrs. Harriett Hodges nnd Mrs. J.
of Roswell, are visiting
their sister, Mrs. C. H. Shannon. .

A. Klasner

Here's one more thrilling, rollicking

We can fix it, your plumbing.
Sheet Metal, or Roofs. We are pre- pared to do the work. As to our,
roofs, we absolutely guarantee for
a period of 5 years. Give us a trial,
We will show you .
CLOVIS SHEET METAL WORKS,
C. R. Herrin, Prop.

rea-

son why Wallace Heil is a popular favorite!

romance of the race track, love and
Koaring with daredevil-drive- n
business.
speed cars tingling with rivalry, trickery
and danger! Strewing a thousand smiles on
the road to happiness.

S.Grisamore&Co.

A

Dr. Cook, president of Montezuma
College, Las Vegas, spent Sunday and
Monday in Clovis.

picture that starts the heart to thumping and gives old Father Time a knockout
blow and the merry
It's plumb full of
thrills and laughs and the things that make a
picture move, (let down here and see it if you
would have a super extra good time.
A

ha-h-

a.

When

Two Reel Toonerville Comedy
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

--At

j
Aiden Doyle of Chicago, who has
been in Clovis for the past several
months, left this week for Roswell
where he will spend the winter. He
was accompanied to Roswell by his

'

D. C.

"The Skippers Boozem Friends

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

W-can fix it, your plumbing.
Sheet Metal, or Roofs. We are prepared to do the work. Ai to our,
roofs, we absolutely guarantee for
a period of S years. Give us trial,
'
we will show you .
CLOVIS SHEET METAL WORKS,
C. R. Herrin, Prop.

Monday
relatives

light

The paving crew is worWinf an
J. H. Sommerfrucht left this
Grand Avenue and Pile fitwet
East
week for Carlsbad for a two weeks
week and in a few days th tusi-nevacation and visit with relatives. this

ss

section will be complete! eptfli
Mrs. Sommerfrucht and two sons,
,
preceded him to that place two' weeks for traffic.
mother and sitter. After a short vis- ago and before returning home they
Sears and son, Vernon, left
Elder Mickey and wife left Wedit in Roswell with Aiden, Mrs. Doyle will spend a part of their vacation in
for a two week's visit with
nesday morning for Phunview, Tox;ta,
and Miss Doyle will leave for their the mountains near Carlsbad.
ig Oklahoma points.
in answer to a message that Mrs. J.
home in Chicago.
T. Stulcup, Jr., was seriously sick Btid
Bring
Results.
Ads
News
Want
you think flour think Sunnot expected to live. Elder Mksoy
Telephone us 97
If it is the best flour it is Sunlight
and Mr. Stnlcup are brother

Mr. and Mrs. John Chaney of
are visiting Mrs. Chaney's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Gant.

Th- e-

in

SPECIAL CLOSING OUT ON ALL CHILDREN'S WEAR
DRESSES, UNDERWEAR, SLIPS, ETC., HALF PRICE
GREAT REDUCTION ON ALL SKIRTS
"THAT LITTLE SUN BONNET" WHILE THEY LAST
25 CENTS EACH
BARGAINS GALORE-A- LL
MID SUMMER GOODS
MUST GO

Made from choice Curry County
wheat Sunlight flour.

COME AND THRILL AT THE
GREATEST AUTO RACE
YOU EVER SAW ON THE
SCREEN.

l:'Y

just arrived and they certainly are beauties.

I

C. I.ockett of Breiken ridge,
Texas, is here this week the guest
of Judge and Mrs. S. Overton.

"Too Much Speed"

to A

A big bunch of new Fall Suits nnd Dresses

W.

IN

m

All Taffeta Dresses
HALF PRICE

J. C. Miller hus commenced the1
rcsmencc
erection or a new
on North Mitchell Street.

Wallace Reid

$9 Cfl
pj.dU

!

7

If you have tried all the rest, try
Sunlight, it's thj beat
Mrs. Albert Ward left last week
Diego, Calif., to visit her
parents.

for San

WhMHHmJ

a1

HHHMM

J

MaWa

SmT

SATURDAY NIGHT

Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Moore have returned from Bronte, Toxns, where
they went to attend the funeral of
Rev. Drue Cumbie.
their
WANTED To borrow 16,000 on one
and two years time. Will give security on $18,000 unincumbered
property.
T.
10 per cent interest.
Smith, Melrose, N. M.

August 6th
TRY TO GET IN

Gus Sparrenburger stopped over in
the first of the 'week, enroute
to Slaton, Texas. Mr. Sparrenburger
is a former cititen of Clovis.
Clovis

Mr. and Mrs. A. Alenius and children, Margaret and Robert, of Ama-rillvisited in Clovis Saturday and
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. FOR SALE Some residence lots
well located, price to suit your
W. H. Bombarger.
purse. G. H. Blankenship at Post Of
We handle all kinds of fresh and fice, or phone 243.
cured meats and deliver free. Phone
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Casaell return
us your order. Wilmon Bros. Phone
ed the first of the week from a
481.
month's visit to points in several of
A fire alarm was turned in Friday the eastern states.
from the work shop of the New State
Auto Co., The fire was caused from FOR RENT Two room house near
ahops.
Inquire at 811 North Shel
a blow torch exploding but no damdon or phone 885.
age was done.

LOCAL MENTION
Jimmie Cornett of Dexter,
N. It., is visiting at the home of her
friend, Miss Gcorgva Davis, on North
Prince Street. Miss Cornett will be
joined here by her mother and they
will leave this week for points in
Arkansas, for a visit to Mr. Cornett
and other relatives.
Miss

STORE WINTER COAL
Rockvale Lump. Order today, It's

scare.

J. E, Woodward who has been in
make
of standard
Waco,
Dallas and Fort Worth, Texef
rediculously
prices.
low
cord tires at
Best buy of the season. Taylor Tire for the past two months, returned
home last week.
and Battery Co.
Big shipment

IfempCiunkrj
ltc.

Phone ID

A. J. Rodes and the Sunday school
class of which he is teacher at the
Brethren church, are spending a few
days this week at Hereford on a fish-

and family of Goal,
Okla., visited Saturday and Sunday
nt the John T. Bailey home, then left
for Vaughn to visit relatives for a
few days.
Willie

ing trip,

Loci,

Conl will not bo reduced in price
It will be
Buy your coal now.
freight
scarce this winter. We sell the fam- this winter on account of the
ous Rockvale and Chandler Lump. rates. We ure now making special
Lumber Co.
Long-Bel- l
storage rates. Long-BeStorage rates on now.
7 21 tfc.
Lumber Co.
j

ll

,

FOUND Many wide awake farmers have found our elevator an ideal
place to market their grain. Get in
line with your friends. ' The Western
Elevator Company. "Watch us Grow."
Miss Piilsy Rainbolt left Tuesday
for eastern markets. Miss Ruinboll
will visit the fashion shows in Kaunas
She will also
City and St. Louis.
visit Chicago.

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor
' ,Thi8 la the ideal outfit for the man '
Vrho wants to be independer and do
bis own threshing, and other belt
fend drawbar work, exactly when he
grants to, without waiting.
JW picture a Case 8 Kerosenti
frractor and a Case 20x28 Thresher.
The tractor will handle all farm ma
Uiinery requiring belt power up fo
ts rated capacity.
plow
It will pull easily a
,
2 19 8 fahtt deep, or an
10-1-

ot

grain drill, a
binder, a
4ion spike tooth narrow, an
n
disc harrow or a Jarga
ee

22-sh-

ot

double-actio-

jnanuro spreader. '
For belt and field work; this Email
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally superior.
Case Machinery has been famous for;
,76 years.
Let us tell you bow yoti carTde- -l
crease the bard work on your fcnq
,with Cam machinery,

D. F. SHINN, Agent

HQ

AT THE NEW STATE AUTO CO.

.

r

,

hmcr0RS

We Make Terms to Suit YOU

a

41

..

.j,

t

Boys' and Girls' I

IMr. Farmer
i

t

i

In arranging the schedule an effort
has been made to so plan the appointments thut ull boys interested can
meet him at some one of the places.
August 8 At Texico, 2:00 p. m.
(Texico time) for Locust Grove, rnir- field, Pleasant Hill and Texico teams.
August 9 at Havener, 2:00 p. m.
for Moye, Hill McDuniel, Uanchvule

Club Corner

I

Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

By Mrs.

and Havener teams.
August 10 at Grady. 2:00 p. m.
for Bellview, Hollene, West Chapel,
Ruth and firmly teams.
Dr. Johnson is a veterinarian of
wide experience in live stock diseases
tiixl care and preventing diseases of
live stock. He has a set of slides on
these subjects which arc interesting
and instructive.
The following schedule of meetings
will be held for discussing common
livestock diseases prevention and
treatment of livestock diseases.
August 97:30 p. m., Claud.
August 107:30 p m.( Hollene.
August 11 2:00 p. m., Melrose.
August 11 7:30 p. m.. Prairie
Valley.

When you're hauling grain,
time is money to you. Let
us save you time and money on your truck tire repairs. We have the only
truck mold in this part of
the state, no job is too big
or too little for us. Let us

It c. n Be Done
Somebody said that it couldn't

show you.

There arc thousands to tell you it
cannot be done;
There are thousands to prophesy
failure;
"Rice as p. Food" Farmers Bulle
There are thousands to point out to tin 1195 gives some excellent recipes
you, one by one,
shewing ways in which rice may be
The (lungers that wait to Hssuil mude into appetizing dishes for any
you.
meal.
It is a Kod breakfast food
But just buckle in with a bit of a grin, anil mi excellent basis for soups, sub
Then take off your coat and go stantial dishes, salads and desserts.
to it;
Try :his recipe, from the bulletin
Just start in to sing as you tackle the it is delicious.
thing
Spanish Rice
That "cannot be done" and you'll
luree onions i medium size), j
do it.
cup of drippings, 'j. cup of uncooked
rice, 3 cups fresh or canned tomatoes,
Several Curry County women are 3 green peppers cut in strips, 2 tea
making the American cream cheese. spoons salt.
It takes these from four to six weeks
Slice the onions and cookuntil ten
to ripen and if placed on a cool dry der and slightly browned in the melt
shelf will keep for several months. ed fat. Remove them from the fat,
These arc far superior to any Ameri- add the rice which has been carefully
can made cheese on the market as washed and dried, and brown it, then
they are absolutely pure, without add the cooked onions, the tomatoes,
adulteration of any kind.
the green peppers, and the salt. Turn
Farmers Bulletin No. 1191 tells the mixture into a baking dish, and
you how to make it. Send for the buke it until the rice and peppers
bulletin and try a cheese while cream are tender. This will make 6 or 8
is down,
average servings.

FILLING

STATION
North Main Street

PHONE 373
Clovis, N. M.

Harvest Is Here
We are receiving lots of
Wheat every day, and the
quality and out turn is
above our expectations.
It will pay you to get our
prices.
THE WESTERN ELEVATOR

COMPANY
TEX1CO

CLOVIS

be

done

and .he

did it.

i
GLOVIS

be

done,
But he, with a chuckle replied
That "maybe it couldn't, but he would
be one
Who wouldn't say so till he tried."
So he buckled right in with a truce
of a grin
On his face. If he worried, he
hid it.
lie started to sing as he tackled the

thing
That couldn't

LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Implements, Coal and Grain

Glen 0. Kinzie lost both sow and
lust week. This is the first accident of such a serious nature that
has occurred in our club family and
we are all mighty sorry but Glenn
will stay on the job anyway which
proves he is the sort that makes good

litter

secretary

clubbers.
The Fairfield group will hold their
summer picnic on the school grounds
August 5. The cooking team will
give a demonstration and the mem
bers are working up a program.
The Melrose club girls planned a
surprise for the county cluo agent
at their regular meeting July 20th
Every club girl was present and after
the picture show the girls spread two
tables with a very real feast. The
fried chickens were contributed from
the flock belonging to one of the
poultry giris, then each member con
tributed her share of creamed potatoes, sliced tomatoes, home made
bread, butter, ice cream, cakes and
lemonade. After all, aren't club boyi
and girls just about the most satis'
factory folks in the world to work
with?
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SAFE

SENSIBLE

1
m

m

A bank whose steady growth could only be

attributed to its

sensible ami safe methods of banking.

SECURE

SOUND
O
Strong as the Strongest

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
"THE FARMERS FRIEND"

S
a

problem h"t

a

you will

try the NEW

it will he more cnsilv solved
WHITE KOSK CAFK in the Croft Building on
(I rand Avenue.
it'

Good Cooking

Everything Clean
Reasonable Prices
ask for your business on these three arguments. Give us a trial.
"We

REGULAR MEALS 50c

White Rose Cafe
Grand Ave.

Croft Bldg.

na
News Want

Telephone us ,97

Results.

Why wear out your energy doing washing and
ironing this hot weather, when you can have us return your soiled clothes each week elean and nice
and at reasonable proces. Our laundry has the very
best equipment enabling us to handle your work
in the most modern manner.

for the business meeting.

onstration teams and are considering
their uniforms for encampment.
There are several reasons why uni
forms of some sort are more practicable for encampment.1.
It does away with unnecessary
bagpage.
2.
It acts as a social leveler
one gul is just as well dressed as
another.
3.
It adds to a group's attractive

Bring

Ads

It's Too Hot To Wash

Cull

The girls planned their work for dem

State Extension Veterinarian Hera.
Dr. E. P. Johnson, State College,
will be in Curry County August
sell
See us before you
inclusive to assist with the work of
the stock judging teams
S. W. LANE, Manager
Dr. Johnson is a man who possess
es a personality that is sure to win
with the boys Bnd his work for these
Our soal business is black but we few days in Curry County will mean
I treat all diseases and disorders of
confinement treat you white. Lane & Sons Grain a great deal to the boys and girls who
attend
and
women
Co.
are fortunate enough to meet him.
eases Dr. H. R. Gibson.

'() (S) (5)

Are You Satisfied With
Your Eating Place?
netting something good to wit is

The Pleasant Hill clubs met at the
home of their local leader, MisS Irene
DeLozier. Jimmy Kays, secretary,
whs absent and Ruth Kays acted as

Our Motto:
The Price Is The Thing"

i

I

--

we're no farther away than your telc- -

The Clovis Steam Laundry

ness.
4.

PHONE 48

It helps create group spirit.

Han your club decided upon a uni
form? Make it something that will
make a serviceable school frock later.
Boya can uniform too get busy.

THE POULTRY YARD

Poultry Should Receive Eptom Salts
A dose of Epson Suits should be
given several times during the season or whenever the fowls show digestive disturbances or bowel trouble
One of the best methods of administering a dose to the entire flock is to
give no food in the morning. After
they have become very hungry and
to one
thir.,ty, measure up
teaspoonful per bird, dissolve in wate
and use the mixture in mixing a wet
mash of bran, cornmeal or a mixture
of ground feeds. Distribute the wet
mash in a number of places conveni
ent to the fowls and as rapidly as
possible, so that all will get their
share. In the evening a light feed of
grain may be given, and the next day
feed as usual. The droppings from
the roosts should be removed for
sevei days in succession.

VapecUnedSack
Keeps Flout: Clm

one-ha-

It la claimed that in 8 weeks the
single pair of chick
progeny from
en lice may number 125,565 individuals. The roost mites multiply almost as rapidly, while blue bugs and
fleas are also very industrious during
the summer. An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure." Write to
the Agricultural College, State College, N. M., for Farmers' Bulletin No. 801, "Mites and Lice on
Poultry," or for Farmers' Bulletin
No. 1110, "Lice, Mites and Cleanliness." Theae bulletins give up-tdate methods of combatting poultry
vermin.
Cleanliness Pays,
Doesn't It pay to keep the hen
house clean? One poultryman with
440 hens found thut with clean litter
the egg production each day was 212
He left the litter six weeks without
cleaning and the eggs laid fell to
80 a day. Clean litter in two weeks
sent the egg y;eld up to over 200
a day.
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Leads in Cleanliness
As in Quality
i
The supremacy in quality which
IMPERIAL FLOUR has won,
would more than satisfy most
millers.
But to us, supreme quality
brings a duty of supreme cleanliness.

At last we have a sack worthy
of our flour a paper-linesack
that is dust proof, air proof,
waste proof and worry proof.
It brings IMPERIAL FLOUR
to you as clean as it leaves the
mill. The paper removes easily
from the empty sack.
d

Order from your grocer today.

Insist upon IMPERIAL FLOUR
in the Saxolin Bag.
DISTRIBUTORS

LEACH & CO ALTER JO.
3''.....
GROCERY CO.
CLOVIS, N. M.

!

j

"tHe'cLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY.

ture Bhuuld be retained in the soil
at all times if possible. The presence
of this moisture at all times alone
with clean culture not only helps to
obtnin the proper physical com) lions
plant
of the soil but uitls in
food that otherwise would not be
available.
Mu"h of this condition is obtained
by early plowing. More of it conies
moist when the plowing
if the soil
or listing or any other kind of tillage
is done.
Clean culture, destroying all volunteer grain and weeds is also very
essential to the destruction of the
green bugs which have done damage
to the present crops and which arc
present in most wheat fields.
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4ce Cream Freezers
and Refrigerators
You can make some
substantial savings
by buying
now.

4,

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15 Years Experience
I

jfil

est, Most
Enuipment
All
ork (luarantped
Up-to-I)a- te

X
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DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY

FOR 13 YEARS

USING THE PRESSURE COOKER

()

(Curry County Farm Bureau News)
The pressure cooker is one of the
most practical conveniences that can
be introduced into the farm home
and just at this season of the year
when harvest dinners need to be
cooked and the first string beans
and English peas are ready to be
canned, the housewife should make
her purchase.
The pressure cooker will last a
life time and the initial cost is very
small when fuel, energy and time
are taken into consideration.
During June and July a number of
demonstrations have been given. The
piUJVVb

WUII1BI1

liuill.

CI

VI

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

VIM"

agent assisted Miss Mary B. Rich
for the local
ardson demonstrate
leader conference at which time beef
and potatoes were served.
For the last executive meeting of
JOHNSON BROS.
the 1920 Farm Bureau board a preswas
served
where
dinner
cooker
sure
Day Phone
Night Phone 235
the palatibility of a three year old
rooster was the evidence offered.
Several of the ladies hav served
thresher dinners and wherever it has
been used everyone has exprssed a
S. J. WRIGHT
Licensed Chiroprecter
desire to purchase one.
Over Farmers State Bank
Facts Concorninf tho Prassure Cookar
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
It cannot boil over.
Phone 346
It needs little attention.
iTnrvl
It cannot boil dry and burn food.
It will cook the same in all altitudes.
Dr. C. L. McCleUan
It retains all the natural flavor Comet to YOU if you hav
Physician and Surgeon
of the food.
Fresh, Red Blood
Office Over MandeU's
It requires less time and fuel than
The stomach is the eoiiior of
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
the old open kettle.
CI.OVIS, N. M.
It gives one a chance to do other the hotly from which radinten our
lighting
our
stronuosity,
vitality,
cooking,
while
work
A healthy stomach
It will cook an entile meal at one strength.
time thus saving dish washing as turns the food we enl into
DR. C. O. WARRINER
well as fuel.
for the blood stre-iCHIROPRACTOR
For the woman who uses an oil Hid tho nerves.
Dr. Pierce's
113a South Main Street
stove the cooker has an especial fitGulden Medical Discovery rePhone 101
ness. It takes only the one burner
stonmch
the
tones
up
and
freshes
and after the pressure is where one
desires it, the fire is turned as low walls, removes the poisonous
as possible and held there for the gases from the systi'in, mukes
DR. T. E. PRESLEY
necessary length of time.
the blood richer.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat,
A Good Dinner in IS Minutes
Tho first day you start to take
of Roswcll, N. M., will be in Olo- Round or flank steak.
this reliable medicine, impure
vis
at tho Baptist Hospitul from
Creamed carrots (or string beans) germs and accumulations begin
the 4th to the 8th of each month.
Riced potatoes.
to separate in the blood and are
Dried apricots.
through the liver,
Wash apricots, place ia can or jar then expelled
Get Dr. NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT OF
kidneys.
bowels
and
in which they arc to be cooked, cover
AND NOTICE OF
with warm water let soak 15 minutes. Pierce's Golden Medical Piscov-er- y
O DISCHARGE OF
Brown steak in the bottom of the
today from any medicine
ADMINISTRATION.
cooker, add seasoning and ts cup dealer; or send 10 cents to Dr.
hot water. Place potatoes on top of Pierce's .Laboratory in Buffalo,
PROBATE COURT OP
IN TI1K
steak with wire rack on the top of K. Y., for a trial package of the
STATE OF
CURRY COUNTY,
potatoes.
the
Set the jar of apricots
tablets. It is a powerful blood
MEXICO,
NEW
with sugar added and a jar of diced
purifier and tonic. Tim' over 511
In the Matter of the estate of John
carrots on the rack (will need no
old, over one million bottles L Smith, Deceased.
years
water on the carrot' . Adjust cover
sold only last year.
Notice is hereby (fiven, that Sarah
and hold prcsure at 20 pounds for 15 were
Smith, the duly appointed and
Frances
minutes. Let presure run down.
qualified administrator of the estate
This is an excellent way in which
of John L. Smith, deceased, has rcn
to cook a thick, tough steak. Serve
Dr. W. M. Lancaster
dered and presented for settlement,
the steamed carrots in a white sauce,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
and filed in said Court her final acrun the potatoes through a ricer and
Clovis, New Mexico
count
and report of her administrayou have a delicious dinner ready in
Office Over MandeU's
tion as such administrator, and her
a few minutes.
Phone No. 157
petition for discharge; and that the
Can the Leftovers
5th duy of September, 1921, same
Cut up meat In small pieces, dice
being a day of a regular term of said
potatoes or other vegetables, add a
of the September Term,
Court,
slice of onion and other seasonings,
W.
JONES
THOMAS
A. D. 1921, at 10 o'clock in the fore
in
pack
glass jar, fill to top with hot
Veterinarian
noon of said day, at the County Court
water, set in cooker when preparing
200 West Otero Street
House in the city of Clovis, State of
N.
M.
a meal and process thirty minutes.
Clovis,
Phone 45
New Mexico, said County of Curry,
Some day when you are in a hurry a
has been duly appointed by tho court,
hot stew with dumplings or baked
for the settlement of said account.
hash is easy t o serve with this very
and for hearing said petition, at
B. Westerfield
Dr.
can of left overs for a basis.
which time and place any person in
Physician and Surgeon
Can the Old Roosters."
terested in said estate may appear.
N.
Main
St.
UOVi
Office
Dress and disjoint the fowl. Place
and rile his exception in writing to
Res. 26d
Office Phone 231.
in the bottom of the cooker, add the
the
the said account and contest
seasoning and two cups of hot water.
same.
Cook at 20 pounds pressure for thirty-In testimony whereof, I have here
five
minutes. Let pressure run
DR. L. M. BIGGS
unto set my hand and affixed the
down. Bone the fowl, pack tightly
Veterinary Surgeon
seul of said court, this tho 13th day
in glass jars, cover with broth from
Phone 831
of July, A. D. 1921.
the kettle, adjust rubber and lid
Clovis, New Mexico
A. L. Phillips,
(SEAL)
do not seal
process in cooker for
40 minutes, seal when jar has been
Probate Judge.
removed from cooker.
I

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
nil

of living

nour-u'uioi-

ITs taxation without representa
tion when dad stays home while the
vest of the family go on a vacation.
Williamsport Sun.

Farm Bureau
Notes

the Republicans their due.
Tht propose to put skeletons on the
free list and to reduce the tariff from
Curry County's MiiUka
!0 to 40 per cent, ad valorem on poker chips. Dallas News.
(Curry County form Bureau News)
Give

The farmers of Curry County are
making a serious mistake if they let
the county agent work be
W'e have a great organiCHICHESTER BRAND. A zation in the U. S. Department of
has cooperated
Agriculture which
Ltd It I Ah mf
Ilia in
anil Vol umillcw
State Agricultural Experithe
with
ftlu
with
Y
tmira, trnlnt
Agriculimt-r1 mum
rflVu licTRIti mental Station and the State
cooperation
great
This
college.
tural
of organisations has been the means
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
of helping the farmers to meet every
class of problems which confronts
of the
them. The establishment
bureau of crop estimates and bureau
of markets has been of special advan
tage to farmers' cooperative organiBUILDING
zations. Ty Hie bureaus of the Department of Agriculture have been
CONTRACTOR
united in the bureau of markets and
the services of this bureau for farm
ers and other marketing problems
Court Houses, School Buildings, has only begun. Under the leader
Hotels anil Other Public Buildings, ship of the present secretary of ag.
riculture, Henry Wallace, a large pro.
Years of experience In trading gram for helping in the marketing
problems has been planned. This is
public building.
recognized as the farmers greatest
problem and this problem as well as
Construction Work of all kinds.
the many problems of production is
Sea mo at Raidora Hotal. Phono 1 35 now being developed by the U. S. De

Amcrillo Daily News and the Clovis
News for $7.20 a year.

disnon-tinue-

SPILLS

Ur--

.

P. F. WHITE

Clovis News Want Ads Bring Resnlts.

Try Them.

GOOD MEALS
AT GOOD PRICES
OUR MEALS ARE NOW 50 CENTS
Next time you arc down town at meal time, drop
into the Antlers Cafe and get the best meal in Clovis
for 50 cents.
We serve three good meals a day family style.
(live us a trial.

THE ANTLERS CAFE
Ed McDaniel, Prop.

partment of Agriculture and the Ag-- .
ricultural Collece.
In discontinuing the County Agent
of Curry County we are breaking
the link that unites Curry County
farmers with all of these advantages.
It is a great mistake of the farmers
of Curry County if they permit this
to occur.
Many farmers have the idea that
the County Farm Agent causes great
increase in taxes. This is not true.
the
The entire cost of retaining
County Agent for next year for
Curuy County would be only about
$1200 which would make not more
than
of a mill increase in taxes.
Practically
of the expen
ses of the County Agent work is
borne by the State Agricultural Col
lege and the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.
If you dis
continue the County Agent you
are throwing away $2.00 to save
$1.00, if the benefit only equals the
two-thir-

cost.

If at any time we do not have
County Agent that is giving the coun
ty proper service we should apply
for another agent but not diseon
tinue the work. By discontinuing the
work we will put Curry County far
behind all the other
agricultural
counties in New Mexico and in the
United States. We will deprive Cur
ry County of the only progressive and
constructive movement in the United
States for the benefit of the farmers
and the agricultural Interests which Is
borne by public expense.
for several years Curry County
has stood second in the state of New
Mexico in agricultural production. It
is believed that this year or in the
near future Curry County will be the
leading county in New Mexico in agricultural production. Our farmers
should, therefore, lead the state In
every progressive move, to do the
best for Curry County In the development of its agricultural resources.
J. A. WALLACE,
Farm Bureau President.
Cultivato
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WALTER W.MAYES

was dark for six hours
during a strike of electricians, but
and crime didn't increase any. It couldn't.
New York Evening post.

Whaat Land Early
Save Moisture.
A wet harvest always means a
weedy stubble in a short time.
A
weedy stubble means a dry soil soon
if rains do not continue.
Where
moisture is a limiting factor, wheat
following wheat should, so far as
practicable, not have any vegetation
grown on the ground from the time
the wheat is harvested until it is sown
to wheat again. At least some mois- -

it

Chicago

without quenttou
If HUNT'S OUAKANTKKD
HHMKOIKS
SKIN DISBA-S-

Montr

bMrk

(llunt'i Hilvarirfr"Hp),lti)in

the tramtmrnt of Itch, Kcnmi,

if
CM

Kinworm,TettMortrthritetv
Try tint.
Inn rtln diioxtf
treatment t our ruk.
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.

ATTnpNrY.iT.LiW

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

Practices In all court

cannot roach
by local applications, as
Ilia dlaras.il portion ol the tar. Ttarra Is
only una way to curt catarrhal ecainraa,
and that Is by a. constitutional remedy.
Catarrhal bcarncss Is caused by an
condition of the mucous lining of
the Eustachian Tube. Whn this tuueIm-Is
Inflamed you have a rumkjlnf sound or
perfect hearlne, and when It Is entirely
doled. UeafneaS Is the result. Unless tht
lmtnmnatlun can be reduced and this tubs
to Its normal condltlnn. hearing
Mnny caaes of
wl.. be destroyed forever.
denfnesa sre caused by cntttrrh. which Is
sn Inflamed condition of the muc.ua surfaces.
lUII's Catarrh Medicine acta thru
he blood on tht mucous surfaces of the
syatem.
We will fire One Hundred Dollars fnr
any case of Catarrhal nearness that cannot
be cured by Hall a Catarrh Medicine. Circulars free. All trurjists. .50
CU., To'edo. O.
F. J. CI1KNUV

Clovis,
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OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute
and chronic. Officel n building
on corner north of Fire Station.
Res. 390.
Office phone 383.
Clovis, New Mexico
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The Union Mortgage Co.

Singing Convention

t

We want to figure with you when
you need a farm loan, when you
want to sell, either land or city
property. When you want to
buy property of any kind. When
you want any kind of insurance.
PROMPT SERVICE OUR MOTTO

m

m
'
horses, r (he hog bleeder, to secure
the best animal.
Mrs. C. H. llcLostier of the I'leas-tinMill community followed the in
structions given elsewhere in this1
issue of the News and learned to cull
her own flock. Her flock was culled
afterward i by U. B. Thompson, state

4,4,

I FARM NOTES

t

J

The Farmers arc Culling Their Own
Poultry
can follow instructions and
learn to cull poultry. We believe it
is just as important for the poultry-- j
man (o lell the producing hen as it
for the dairyman or breeder of

II....

,

.... ;..i:..

.,.,,1

You

""

fine flock of Rhode Island lied chick
ens. From these insti nct ions he culled his poultry flock and by keeping

t

,.,,,!

Ilinh

the culls two to four weeks found
that his judgment was accurate. Keep
these instructions; try culling your
own flock and report results to the
County Agent or County Club I.ead- -

re doinj?'
Wi)y ot)u,r 1lltry ,.;,.
tu,iv ()Wn culling. We have just re- ceived report from Mr. J. W. Bradley
of the Fairfield community who has a

the county agents for culling poultry
have been so numerous that it has
s
been impossible to give personal
tention to them. It will be necessary
for poultry raisers to learn from
"I these instructions furnished or from
demonstrations given by their neigh- it....
wnu u.
nave iat'uriifui iu t 1ii juuiuy.
a, iuimb ...u.

"
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DODGE BROTHERS
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Announcement
New Grocery
Store

North Main Street. The new
store will be ready for business
Friday, and it is our aim to give
the public real grocery service.
We ask a share of your

W. P. Ilatchett, President, Tahoka,
Texas.
Brown Bishop, Secretly, Wilson,
Texas,

The regular meeting of the

Lub-

bock County Singing Convention was
held at the court house Saturday

night and Sunday to a full and overflowing house. The largest aggregation of singers were present at this
Treat Wheat for Smut.
session than have ever attended be
If there is a farmer in Curry Coun- - fore ar.d quite a number of isiting
ty wno treated nis wneai lor smuigingorg from otllor ,.oulltip8; A millc
last fall or spring and has smut, we, quartfct from clovK N M comvoavA
want to know about it. Any such nf t.,n r.
wnii.i,.,ii.
instance please report to the County durance Ho'ody anj Roy Mc.Miil' i).
Agent.
r t d red
som-t'.'k.i soIk'Iioy; sivi
Curry County has easily lost $100,-00- 0 '!;;; . re especially inv!td to visit us
this year from wheat smuts, this His'.i. Also J.u. H. Ross, Ab Lawincludes both loss by smut and de rence and Mrf. I'uri.-av il Uunm
crease in grades and dockage. In from Lorenzo, Casa H. Carr of
nearly every community there is one
N. M., and a number of othor more farmers who had treated ers helped make this convention a
wheat for smut and have wheat free great success. Quite a number of
from smut this year.
classes participated in the contest and
In the Bellview community Fred the 'Monroe qlass carried off the
Vibbard and Jerry Valentine have honors.
treated their wheat for smut for sev
Twenty-seve- n
delegates were seat
eral years and they report that they ed in the convention and we hope that
have never had smut where wheat a.i lhe claS8CI will haVB dcwate.with
was treated, while farmers
about, the proper credcntiaig Rt the next
tnem not treating nave neen troumco, reeuar mCctln the 5th Satur.lav
with smut.
night and Sunday in October at Monroe. Meet us at Monroe on that date.
'
R. L. Wilson, Secy., Lubbock, Tex.

Ti. ,.,.

Announce a

Cole & Freeman

t

SUBSTANTIAL

CHURCH OF CHRIST

us.

Iw.l-- '
j

j

CLOVIS

think-Perfe-

The Union Mortgage Co.

"

Christians. "You will be a Strang
us but once."
G. F. Mickey, Minister.
We sincerely hope ithat all are
beholding in mind the time for the
METHODIST CHURCH
ginning of our protracted meeting.
It is Sunday. August 14th. Brother
Rev. L. E. Lyon of Abilene, Texas,
F. B. Shepherd from Amarillo is to will preach Sunday morning at 11 Oj
do the preaching.
o'clock at the Methodist church,
Knowing that all people are handi
Motes
The pastor. Rev. Freeman, will fill
capped in life with certain lnfirma-ties- , the pulpit at night.
and that a close study of the
DeBaca County
Arthur Brisbane says 909 out of
life of Christ will help one to over
Ft. Sumner, first Sunday in Sep- come these handicaps, we respectful every l,uuu or us me wunout evil
tember. President, J. B. Carnes, ly invite the public to meet with us having a thought.
Why should wo
Duuhip.
in these services to study this one when Arthur is here to do the
Curry County
Character. Conic join us as ing for us. Houston Post.
Bellview, third Sunday in August.
President, Jno. F. Taylor, Clovis,
New Mexico.
Bailey and Parmer Countiea, Texas
West Camp, first Sunday in August. C. E. Dutson, Texico, N. M.,
President.
Caatro County, Texaa
Spring Lake, fourth Sunday in
July. S. J. Taylor, Happy, Texas,
president.
Lubbock County, Texaa.
The regular meeting of the Lubbock County Singing Convention will
be held with the .Vonroe class on the
5th Saturday night und Sunday in
October.
T. Q. Dyess, President.
It. I, Wilson, Secretary, Lubbock,
Texas.
Plaina District Singing Convention
The Plains District Convention will
be held at Lubbock, Texas, the 2nd
We have opened a new grocery
Saturday night and Sunday in September. An invitation is extended to
store in the Rice building opevery organized county to come into
posite the Lyceum Theatre on
this organization at this meeting. Select five delegates and come and join

leaks in the Curry County farmer's business. Let's
stop the leak this year.

Jhis ii on a of the
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REDUCTION

in the

Rice Building, North Main St.

s,

PRICES ON THEIR CARS
EFFECTIVE JUNE EIGHTH

SKARDA MOTOR CO.
fa

-

HEY.' WAIT.1
YOU'D RETTFR.

TAisc iic a i r

VOU RE APT
1

i

it

70

4

HOLLENE HAPPENINGS
4
Nearly everybody is through cut-- !
ting wheat. Several have begun
threshing.
Mr. W. II. Musick and family of,
Friona, Texas, were over in this part
of the community Sunday.
Several of the neighbors of this
community got hailed out last Tuesday.
Those who took dinner with Mr.
W. H. Foster and family were Bros.
Scott and Cool and Bro. Amos Met-caand family.
The young folks took dinner with
Miss Elzora Potts Sunday.
Several of the Hollene people attended church at Bellview Sunday.
Clurence and Ethel Olhousen are
visiting relatives and old friends here.
We are glad to see Mr. Correll'
Conway back at Hollene again.
Mrs. Jarrell and son, Ivy, from
Halo Center, Texas, are here visiting
relatives.
Mr. Jackson and family who have
recently moved to Ranchvale spent
the week-enat Hollene. We wish we
could keep them in this community.
Mr. Jim Jewett from Estellenc,
Texas, is here taking care of his
father's wheat.
Miss Lois Madole spent the day
with Miss Goldie Foster Monday.
Mr. Frank Foster has been busy
hauling wheat.
Mr. David Bales of Oklahoma is
here visiting his sisters, Mr? Albert
Chandler and Mrs. Carl Karnes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ross made a
trip to Clovis Tuesday.
"The Glad Girls."

Take a couple of tires aloiijr You may not need
them on your next trip, hut the. time is eniuinjr when
you will wish you had taken the kindly advice of thin
ad. Don't wish do it now we have the ones you
need.

lf

You'll get somewhere

with a pipe and P. A.!
Start fresh all over again at the beginning I Get a
and forget every smoke experience you ever had
that spilled the beans! For a jimmy pipe, packed
brimful with Prince Albert, will trim any degree of

pipe!

rJtin Atbtrt
toppy

ofrf
bmg

i. titty r

U

fi

tins.
hmntlMom pouna
mni half pmand tin

humiHmrt mnd in thi
cryttml

rtund

with

apongt mofjttntr

smokejoy you ever registered!

It's

a revelation!

Put pin in here! Prince Albert can't bite your
tongue or parch your throat; Both are cut out by our
exclusive patented process. So, just pass up any old
idea you may have stored away that you can't smoke a
pipe ! We tell you that you can and just have the time
if you play Prince Albert
of your life on every fire-u- p
for packing!
a

What P. A. hands you in a pipe it will duplicate in a
home-mad- e

cigarette!

Gee

but you'll have a lot of

fun rolling 'em with Prince Albert; and, it's a cinch
because P. A. is crimp cut and stays put!

mm-Copyright 1121
by R. J. Krynold
Tobacco Co.

lViaston-Suli'-

N.C.

AliEH
the national joy smoke

There

d

Served Right

We try to make "service" the corner
foundation on which we arc building our business.

stonf

A cold drink

just costs you a few cents no matter

where you buy it, and the service really counts more
than the price. Bring your friends to

The thing the tired business man
needs to give him a renewed interest
in life is a little business. Toledo

Murray's Confeotionory

News-Pee- .

Having peace by resolutions let's
nuike i. resolution to keep it. Green
villi' (S. C.) Piedmont.

i

ex

next time and they will he pleased.

TH.-- :

THESE

WANT AD'S

if

th

RESULTS
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Rules, Regulations and Prizes For Clovis
Roundup on August 18th,

&4

The

Wondwol
By

19th and 20th.

Do you
know why
it's toasted?

America

T. T. MAXEY

THE WASHINGTON1 MONUMENT.

W. E. WANTED Woman to do washing
Two teams.
Claud.
of
for family of four. Prefer to
West
mile
hulf
one
fjharlton
have woman come to home, but will
,
send wash out if good work is done.
houso cheap Call at 400 N. Prince, or phone 97.
FOR SALE Two room
Apply at 019 E.
if sold at once.
WANTED
To hear from owner of
- lelcuhone 272.
good farm for sale. State cash price,
running
full particulars. D. F. Bush, Minne
TOR SALE Car in good
J. V. Bieler, 604 N Reo apolis, Minn.
M-3t- p
Street.
WANTED Cars to wash. Reason
rwv -Mountain Cedar able charges. Work guaranteed.
rnn
R.
run e ki v dl7Pl.
ell direct to con E. Weisinger, 319 N. Axtel St. Phone
.1. nil
Cedar 296.
sumer. Can ship at once. Aylon
tp.
Texas
Co., San Saba,
WANTED Posotion as housekeeper
in private home. A refined widow
t?o cat it Vive room modern
once,
house, cheap is sold at
with one child. For further informa
Sec owner tion address box 235, Clovis, or call
Terms to suit buyer.
4tp
at News office.
619 E. Grand or phone 272.

KOR SALE

nA

corn- FOR RENT Bed
FOR SALE Good east front
stenm heat, close
int nn North Rencher btreet.
at
Annly
fcrred. Mrs. W.
"
ITHl Mil
tic. W. Munroe, phone
rfl.
lewa uiiiw.

u

The nianaeoment will not be responsible fi
accident to contestants.
And resorves the right to withdraw any cur.w..,,'..
name and entry for
any of the following reasons:
Rowdyism.
Being intoxicated.
Quarreling with judges or officials.
Not being ready when name is called.
Abuse of stock.
in keeping the
Every contestant is required to loud ii
programme going.
This is an exhibition as well as a conic ', iiihl must be carried out as
such.

Anv entrant disqualified for violation f any of the rules governing
anv of the events shall forfeit entrance fei
There must be at laait five antriet in eiti evrnt or no eonteit
STEER ROPING

Par Day, Puna

$10000

Entranca Faa $10.00
1.1. $60.00 2nd, $30.00) 3rd $10.00
st nor to be (riven 30 feet the start, ami waA across the deadline,
When steer crosses deadline he belongs to roper iw.irdlesi of what happens.

starter s
presses deadline.
.
v. .1 at
D.n. um
im siring, imiiw
not "bust" steer, but must throw rope over sti'cv's rumo and run iorwara,
breaking string with which rope is tied, time to !,, counted from crossing
to breaking! of string by rope, Any roper "busting" steer
rooms, modern, deadline by steer
will be disquaiitica.
in, gentleman pre.
There will be three time Keepers, a loin lmc i.,dire. one starter, ana
breaking of string.
H. Shumate, 420 imlirn
n for
. nn nn
"
...
fivw.w
three aayi nasi average
225.
Ten seconds fine will be added toroper

W

Ver line before

Hrnim nr he in i? closer that 30 feet when si,.,-,
i
a..
ll I
Kopes musi.1.De secured io sauuiu minis ny

.

.

...

RY OWNER Closo in FOR RENT 2room apartments
at
SADDLE HORSE RACE
farm, close price if 000 East Grand Avenue.
improved
Well
Per Day, Puna $100 00
Will consider some
r.
once.
M
Pure Kanred seed wheat for sale.
Address
exchange.
3rd $10.00
in
$30.00)
Entranca Faa $10.00
2nd,
property
$60.00)
city
ltt,
See sample at Clovis banks. E. A
Saddlo horsed only allowed in this race. Racing horses disquaimea.
P. 0 Box 147.
England, Muleshoe, Texas. 1 4 tp.
Horses line u d and face barrier, start at starter's signal
acres of good
There will bt one starter and two Juds.
FOR SALE-- 640
room
five
RENT
Modern
FOR
mile.
First day,
plains land 10 miles north of
house. For Sale four piece ma
Second day, 2Vi Furlongs.
well and
three room house, good
mile.
day
Third
hogany bed room set with mattress
windmill, and corrals. Price $10.00,
fiva entrias and three to iLrt.
at
ba
Must
laa.t
golden
d
springs,
quaicr-eaweM. A. and
$2,500 cash, balance terms.
other
with
oak
chairs
and
table
six
STEER RIDING
Crum, Friona, Texas.
household articles. Furniture nearly
Day, Puna $50.00
modern
Par
room
new, sells at a bargain. Phone 239
FOR SALE Five
pebbledbshed,
front,
east',
Connelly.
N.
909
at
F3,
call
Entranca Faa $8.00
3rd,
house,
$10.00
lit, $25.00) 2nd, $18.00)
coal
shade trees, sidewalks, garage,
Steer shall be ridden with one hand sirryr.tli'.
St., STRAYED Three sheep from my
Rider to leve chute with spurs in both shoulders, and spur back and
and chicken house, 620 Axtcll
Oot away forth for ten seconds. Dismount on crack of
place near Clovis.
M. Wi Page.
g
steer will be disqualifuM.
Rider
Thursday, July 28th. Reward will
There will be one
resibe paid for their return or informa'
FOR BALE A new five room
at 1012 North tlon as to their whereabouts. Wm,
dence, furnished,
COAT ROPING
Uencher Street. City water and Ogg, at Ogg & Boss Cafe
calf
Par Day, Pune $100.00
lighte, east front, good cow and
reas- LOST
Gray straw suit ca&e in north
eo with place. Price and terms
Entranca Faa $10.00
3rd $10.00
2nd,
$30.00)
$60.00)
w-uv- part of town. Had baggage check lit,
onable,
Roper must come un slow to starting line.
attached to handle. Finder please
Gout must be 40 feet from roper v.ln n tarted by starter. When
KOR SALE 3 gilts and 5 male
leave at Stallings Grocery and receive starter says "go," both mun and goat start.
Chinas, now five weeks old. When reward.
Kopcr must be oil or goat wnen tinniis an up.
Roper must not touch goat after throwiiur up hands.
from 6 to 10 weeks old, price regisrope is tied to saddle when ropinc km. i"per is disqualified.
If
After
10.
unregistered
f
Co
LET
THE
FAVORITE
Mattress
$12.50,
red,
$50.00
avaraga
Bett thraa-dahigher.
be
will
price
make your old mattresses
Lin weeks old.
new
E,
Work called for and returned same
These are as good as the best. W.
BAREBACK RIDING
2tp. day. Factory opposite Baptibt Hos
Mills It Son, Giier, N. M.
Par Day, Puna $50.00
pital, Phone 703.
FOR SALE 160 acres about seven
Entranca Faa $8.00
$28.00) 2nd, $18.00) 3rd, $10.00
miles north and one mile cast of Tex- THE CLOVIS FLORAL CO. Cut lit,
Rider to ride with one hand and other hand m air.
cash,
$500.00
acre,
per
$25
ico. Price
flowers, floral designs, etc. Corner
Rider must leave snubbing horse with both spurs high in shoulder.
and balance 1 to 10 years at 6 per Washington and Wallace and 311 N
Must have on surcyngle and he ready when name is called.
cent. If in the market for cheap farm Sheldon. Phone-835- .
or ranch land write for our list. M.
LADIES' BRONCHO RIDING
A. Cram. Friona. Texas, July 12,
The paving will not
Par Day, Puna $50.00
1921.
Entrance Faa FREE
fere with us. You can drive lit, 28 00t 2nd, $18.00) 3rd, $10.00
FOR RENT Garage at 108 South
Rules tame as for men's broncho rilling
quality
Where
at
all
times.
in
Up
489-Rencher, phone
STEER BULLDOGGING
and service reigns supreme
WANTED Middle aged woman for
Par Day, Pune $100.00
Electric Filling Station
housekeeper. 200 South
Entranca Faa $8.00
3rd, $10.00
$30.00)
2nd,
$60.00)
lit,
Phone 64
Bulldogger and hazer will be allowed to leave chute with the steer,
but bulldogger must show daylight between hi horse and steer at deadline.
WANTED rTo rent piano by graduThe old game of piracy may be re
Steer belongs to bulldogger when lie cross. deadline. Steers must
108
Tucker,
B.
J.
Mrs.
pianist.
ate
contest.
is a futile endeavor, be thrown by hand. This is a twist-dow-n
it
viving.
but
489-S. Rencher, phone
Bulldogger must stop steer and twist hmi ilwn.
Sooner or later the pirates will have
If steer is accidentally knocked down he must be let up on all four
to land, and then the profiteers will feet and thrown again. Bulldogger to throw steer and signal judges with
DISCS SHARPENED We have
and get 'em. Kansas City Star.
one hand for time.
niin u rnlli.r ilir nhnroener
Steer will be considered down when he is lying flat with all feet out
are prepared to give service in sharp
Beating swords into plow shares and head straight.
ening discs In keeping wun me omit
$100.00
Thr.. day ba.t average
prompt attention your work gets at won't .make the world entirely safe
try
who
will
fools
will
be
There
still
Shop.
Welding
BRONCHO RIDING
our place. Clovis
"Wold any metal and guarantee to beat trains to crossings. Akron
Day, Puna $100.00
Par
Beacon Journal.
it.
Entrance Faa $8.00
lit, $60.00) 2nd, $30.00) 3rd, $10.00
FOR SALE Library table, dining
its
A season of depression ha
must
be taped. Riding
rowelli
Spur
Riders to draw for horse.
chairs, white dressing table, 3 vel disadvantages, but sellers no longer
No knots or wraps around hand.
rein
one
and
with
hackmore
to
be
done
vet rugs, cooking utensils, 76 feet of assume a bored and forbidding air Pulling horse's head will be counted against the rider. Saddle must be set in
garden hose, 500 N. Rencher, phone when you offer to buy something.
natural position. Stock saddles only to be um.
1
713-Rider must leave starting place with both feet In stirrups and both
Youngstown Vindicator.
spurs in shoulders. Must spur in shoulders first five jumps, then high beand fanning horse with
PARTICULAR MILK for particular
hind. Rider must ride elean, holding rein in one
There was some doubt about last hat In other hand and must not change hands, baddies and spurs to be
people. White's Dairy, phone No,
spring on account of the weather, but passed on by judges.
1006-F- 2
this summer is easily identified as the
Any of the following offenses disqualifies the rider:
Being bucked off.
WANTED Girl or woman to come genuine article. Detroit Journal.
Changing hands on the reins.
to home and do ironing. Call at 400
'
Wrapping rein around hand.
ltfc, Try them and be convinced.
Nortii Prince or Phone 97.
Losing stirrup.
.
Pulling leather.
Failing to leave starting place with spurs in shoulder.
Not being ready when called on to ride.
2B 00
Bast three day average

mn rai.E

To seal in

HIS glKiintie sliafr, unique, Impo
the delicious
lug, (IlKlillleil,
vt slim,!,, tn Mil
extreme, Is a most lining ami Miliaria
Burley flavor.
memorial to the Kill her of our Coun
try. It occupies u Kite ueur the Hiver
Potomac, selected hy the man whum
toasted.
It honors, In 17SM.
The cornerstone wim laid on July 4,
1843, and the Inst stone net on De
cember 0, 1HS4. It was dedicated on
Februury 21, 188.1. The proportions of
this luuimnotli obelisk are colossul.
The fuiindutlou goes down 38 feet and
Is S3 feet square. The walls are 13
feet thick at the base, Hi feet thick
CI Q
at the top and taper
of an
Inch to the foot; 23,000 stones were
The cap stone weighs 3,300
used.
pounds. It Is 033 feet high and Is said
to be the highest monument In th
world. The white marble used In Its
conHtructlon came from the quarries
of Maryland.
It Is claimed that there
Is room enough In the interior to
house an army of 12,000 men. The NOTICE FOR BIDS FOR JANITORS
stairway to the top contain approximately 000 steps. An elevator makes
Hoard of Education of Clovis, New
tho top easy to reach, so that all visiMexico, calls for sealed bids for the
magnificent
enjoy
may
the
sec
tors
and
position of janitor of tho East and
view of the national capllal, Its hisOlovis, and all
toric surroundings and the romanti- West side schools of
cally beautiful river the man II honors bids should be filed with Trof. Jas.
loved so well, which la visible In the M. Bickley on or before. 10 o'clock
bird's-ey- e
view from the top. On a August 20th, 11121, when same shall
clear day, a prominent peak, Sugar be opened and let to the lowest reLoaf, In the Hlue Hldge mountains,
sponsible bidder, but with rescrvo of
fifty miles or more to the northwest, Is
privilege to reject any and all bids.
plainly visible.
BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Clovis, N. M.
CALL FOR BIDS FOR

It's

ARETTEy

OPERATING SCHOOL

Fn-on- a,

tight-loggin-

time-keepe-

TRUCKS

Ambassador Harvey says our boy
were "simply delighted" to get into
Notice is hereby given that the the war. Delighted? They were In
Board of Education of the City of transports. Pittsburg Chronicle-TelegrapClovis, New Mexico, will receive scal
ed bids for the operation of the four
school trucks of the Clovis schools for
We are sparing no pains to give
s
the coming school year, and said bids Clovis a
restaurant. Give
must be deposited with Trof. Jas. M us a trial and we are sure you will
Bickley, on or before 10 o'clock of come back again. White Rose Cafe.
of August 20th, 1921, when said contracts will be let to the lowest responNews Want Ads Bring Results.
sible bidder, with the privilege of reTelephone us 97
jecting any and all bids. All persons
desiring information relative to said
'jids or contracts should call on Prof.
Bickley, Superintendent.
Regular Communication.
BOARD OK EDUCATION,
first-clas-

Pol-M- id

Clovis,

If the flo'ir
rill be right.
'

Is

N. M.

Sunlight, the bread

A. F.

A. M.

Next Tue.d.y Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

y

inter

Water Changed
Twice Each

Week

Merri-wetha- r.

tf

hd

Thru unceasing efforts we have
been able to secure for Curry County, a

reliable Fire Insurance Company, thai
will carry Fire risks on
"THRESHERS, TRACTORS AND
COMBINATIONS"
Is your community expecting to
If so we can
give an open air affair?
protect your efforts with Rain Insurance.
We can also Insure your Blooded
Stock.
THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
We Know How

RELAY RACB
Par Day,

Pun.

$ 150.00

Entrance Faa $18.00
2J. 14 00- SrJ. 1S OO.
wee. Race horses disSaddle horses only allowed to be used in
qualified.
Each entrant to have three horses in string"hanging saddle
Rider may have blankets strapped to
only. Stock saddles only used. Relay saddles 'lquaiified.
way arwiDd track, changing horses
f
Rider must ride each horse
first change at grand stand, second at half mil station.
General racing rules apply.
There will be two judges and one starter.
Horses will face barrier, rider mountd, beginning race at starters
signal.
1.1.

tan on,

-

At Swimming Pool
We make a complete change of the water
at the swimming pool twice a week. For
this reason the pool will be closed each
Thursday until noon.

We wish also to announce
that special precautions have
been taken to make the sanitation of this pool equal to
the best in the country.
Chemicals used to sterilize
water have the approval, of
the best authorities in the
country, and are used in
such proportions as to be
perfectly harmless and are
in the same proportions used in sterilizing water for
drinking purpopes.
We keep persons constantly on th
watch to see that no one enters the
pool whose health would be a menace to others.

one-hal-

CALF ROPING
Par Day,

Pun.

$10000

rAl W.. T
f"","'!, F" Wh"

lJt
ZX

1st, $60.00, 2nd, $30.00, 3rd $10.00
Calf to have 30 feet the start and ha..
calf crosses deadline he belongs to roper
Ten acconds fine will be added for ivp. r
flag drops, or being closer than thirty fee.

'I'jf.TWiSJfrtirt.rt
- "J J

but

Ladies' Swimming Club from 3 to 6 each
Monday. Ladies only from 9 to 12 each
Monday.

1

Clovis Natatorium
Clovis, New Mexico

"

Rnner mimr ha nff nf oulf when hllinl "ri ur
Roper must not touch calf after tin :!!? up hands.
Bad three day avarase

.$100.00

e

THe ClOV'S IgWS,
to take care of the
not going to be
the grafter who Im- -I
the visitor, but tin-

to

1

'

pffrt

:oni

H- i-

in

Time is MonejT

Tusumcari.
fearttilii!,
"One
'"'
'
'Wi'd
ture this year - u.'-'j'B like
Cow Milking ''.t.-'- .'
"
this
this has ever In "
';'
section. To ad '"
" Wn' of
special feat"'-- - ''
llts will
dances amid nth"r
lie put on at u'w'

j A

0

ANGU3T 4. 1021.

'" '"'

'"

in price:- -

ri0'

'

'

-

to make

THURSO.

lhpre Is
"''"'? with

'

pro-gra-

The physical'

nu fast
man

'

prove fatal t a
within twenty day- - ""
mean to include IM' '

long-distan- ce

''.V

Will

:1

In the battle for commercial supremacy
victory lies with the man who makes the
best use of his resources.
The
telephone lines enable
alert business men to bridge time and
space and clear obstacles which would
daunt their less energetic competitors.
By using the
telephone
lines you do in minutes what it would
require hours or days to accomplish by
any other means of communication.

'

doesn't

I' ohmond

News-Leade-

long-distan- ce

AR.TC RAFT

PICTURES.

K

i

f II

1

?

WondjrnI America

The
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B1 T. T. MAXcY

WALLACE RE1D IN
"TOO MUCH SPEED"

It's his newest Puiuniount picture
and it's a story of love uiul racing
cars and a daredevil driver who proved a fast worker in both. It takes
you over the realm of the roaring
road whei'i; rules a monarch of insatiable precd. It introduces you to
Kinp Speed, super cargo of every
Taring car and King Speed picks his
drivers carefully, trains them well
and holds them slaves to the thrill of

his battlo cry. But there arrives a
time when even King Speed must bow
to the fates that gamble for the lives
of his subjects. You'll get a lot of
joy out of this race car story thut's
filled with thrill and laugh stuff that
makes a moving picture reully move.
Come! Also showing a two-reTrolly comedy, "The Skip- Boozem Friends," and a Mutt
and Jeff cartoon comedy. At the
Lyceum Theatre Saturday night, August 6th. Try to get in.
m-r'-s

THE

TUB

bismst

WILL HAVE
ROUND UP IN SEPTEMBER

TUCUMCARI

Dan Trigg, who will be manager of
the Tucumcari Round-U- p
which is to
be held on September 5, 6 and 7,
was in Clovis Sunday and Monday
with the ball team from that place
and incidentally doing a little advertising for Tucumcari's annual cow
boy affair which he insists will be

better than ever this year. Mr. Trigg
says that in the neighborhood of
$2,000 in prizes will be awarded in
the several contests. Sneaking of the
fontnres of the Round-UMr Trigg'
said: "The IHh of September is La-- J
bor Day and the Unions will participate in the great parade nnd the
barbecue the first day. Many of the
nntcBlsnts who attend J the Las

Vcgaa

are going to take
part in this one.- - There will bo more
of the home boys in this year's program and the money that has been
spent for fancy stunts and tri.k riding will be used to
the regular
events mora attractive. There wi'.l be
an ab3nco of th trained outlaw
hronks and in their stead will be ones
right off the New Mexico ranges.
will not be exaggeratThe Round-Ued but will show the real work of
the cowboy on the range, the things
that have to be done on a successful
ranch instead of the heavy show stuff
that smaoks of tho circus.
"There will be an absence of the
rough stufi in the concessions allowed and there will he plenty of lively
All
music nnd clean amusements.
nucessury preparations will be made
Round-U-

p

m-- ke

p

pi

lree

'

Ciiiii'oMii".
two varieties, limit
green, seipmiit Hn I:
Indliin) reilitiMid r-In

;'!'

ni'''

The

ce

You can talk to almost any point from
your telephone. c4sk our local manager
for full information as to classes of service and rates.

.

mid mi...

rk

long-distan-

n slnie
only on
rrn Xc.
itlnn of
"IThe
from
t'"le seeds

:1 :i'
iiniiiiiiiiiii".
about one mile
,; '
';
former Is Mii'l t"
the stump, lite oilier fr.
pod-.-

MrH art
nre of
f ever-i- i
'
hi'rokee
iluentla.
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Our lines form a
of paths for communication throughout this great mountain region,
and connect in all directions with lines reaching
every section of the country.
Congestion of traffic has been relieved by added
facilities so that our
service is efficient, snappy and eminently satisfactory to the
telephone-usin- g
public.

IN CALIFORNIA.

BIG TREES

'iutitljr-

-Kinolas
visited grove of tlie nl-.ta Cruz,
Is near the little city of
on the eoat coin, tewiny miies south
t thest
Son
of Sun Francisco.
Idth and
trees are more than
20 feet In dlnnici.T t tlte kie. The
glgentla, however, l the pm) hlag In
big trees. Some nre nlnio.i 00 feet
high and 00 feet nr.iiiinl n lie base.
In. on color,
The hark Is of u
very thick nnd limed up ;md down.
The brnnclie nre very lus beginning 60 feet or more from the ground.
tltl one SHORN HEADS PLACATED GODS
The secret of tlrlr as
the unexplained proli'"- s of the
he wuy
riiiu'e :i
ItnlVPI'se.
Captsln Employed an Ancient
Hut
from 4,noo to liV't enrs
Practice and the Threatening
of
Gale Ceased to Blow.
pose It Is only He
f days!
living n tniilion and a
The women pruyt-d- , tlie second mnte
Thltlk Of tlie elctlL'M 'All!'" "V been '
hey are cussed and Alex Jiioolisen, "the albawrouulit In tlaii I'm'"' Tl.
t living tross," swallowed
a pint of vmlku
the tallest, .inicli- s
A" '! i i
ourt Is atrulKlit. Still the pile blew furioustbincs In nil iin- ly, ily tbu Heiiul'ort scale the wind
an iindliiiied Net,
whs eleven force, am this in Knxllsli
a burrlciine.
All this bnppcniMl Murch lo, when

The Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company"

'!

Erac,

Watkins
spices, Toilet kidneys. Ask your neighbor.
articles, etc., best and choupest. G.
Here is good testimony to prove it.
H. Blnnkenship, 810 N.
Wallace,
8a
J. P. Voyles, farmer, Portiiles, N.
Phone 243.
Mex., says: "I know Doan's Kidney
Pills are a good kidney medicine and
:i i ii glud to recommend them.
About
ten years aro my kidneys were out of
Regular Meeting
order. There was a henvy, dull,
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
pain that never seemed to
Will be held at Masonic Hull
case tip, right across the small of my
Second and Fourth Friday
hark. I sure felt nil out of order
nights of each month.
when I began using Doan's Kidney
at 8:00 O'clock.
Pills. I took this medicine off and on
All Sir Knights residing In
the
liner Iter
for some time and it strengthened mc
jurisdiction
this
invited.
are
Ki'iisfjurd was summing westward oo
up."
P. A. LnShicr, Recorder.
Iiit run from Uvron, says the New
COc, at all dealers.
York Trlbiiim.
Ole Bull Is a youns navigator, with
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
7
hard common sense, who worked his
KNOW IT WELL
way to the captaincy of the steamship
liei'KeiiHfJiird. He bad been In storms Familiar Feature
Well Known to
before, but the one thnt emtio up sudHundred of Clovii Citizens.
denly March IS was more than a practical man could handle.
A familiar burden in many a home, Monty buck without qucation
if HUNT'S OUARANTKKD
At lost an ancient superstition of the
The burden of a "bad back."
SKIN D1SKASK RKMKDIKS
(Hunt'aSaloa and Scnnl.lail in
sea came to the mind of Captain Bull,
A lame,
weak or an aching back the
treatment of Itch, Ketama,
and he sent forthwith for the ship's
Rln(worm,Tatterorothtrltch- Often tells you of kidney ills.
in akin dtaaaata. Try Ihll
barber.
Donn's Kidney Pills are for weak ireeuneui at our iiaa.
"Ucndrlk," he snld, "how many
Norwegliui-Anii'rlcii-

H

tHHMttH

r.

n

Fastcr-Milbur-

n

W7

shears and Clippers have you stowed
below?"

i
m

isii3iiiifii!:

:

--

Advertising!

I

"Twenty," snld the bnrber.
"Bring theni up and cut the hair of
all my men, bcKlnnlng here on me.
There Is a superstition, Hcndrlk, which
my father used to tell me of. Wheu
storms refuse to yield to man It
pleases much the sods If snllormen
part with their sliata'y locks. Dellluh
conquered Samson with the shears nnd
we must use them now."
Hcndrlk brought his clippers forth
and soon the heads of all the staff
were shorn. With the shearing of the
hundredth sallorman the wind began
to ease. When every man hud parted
with his hair the barber called a stewardess to his chair, but Just before his
clippers touched her head tlie furious
hurricane went dead. The Bergens-fjorarrived her with almost s hair
less crew.
d

UAdvertising is simply Business Insurance. Your
advertisement of today and tomorrow should have
a broader scope than just immediate results. .It
should be a part of the foundation on which you are
building for the future.
TJust because you may have more business than you
can handle today is no reason why you should nut
advertise. There may come a time when you w ill not
be overburdened
when you will want business and
will not be able to get it, because you have not built
a fou)dation of good will and confidence in your
store when you had the chance.
Ulnsurc Your Future Business

Rtart Advertising

Now.

The Clovis News
(Q)

NAZARENE REVIVAL UNDER
BIG TENT PROVES TO
BE OLD FASHIONED KIND
The Nazarene tent meeting; on the
corner of Monroe and Connelley, continues with increased interest. The
nd interest is indeed
attendance
The ministry of
very gratifying.
Evangelists C. W. and Florence Davis
and Miss Sadie McNccs is proving
effective. The Bible standard of sin,
repentence and salvation is being
lifted up before the people. Almost
every service witnesses an altar scene
and some have become happy finders
of salvation. A beautiful feature of
the meeting is the fact that so many
Christian people of the town and
community are taking an active part
in the services. ;
Everything points toward an unusual revival, and the workers are
inclined to stay in Clovis until they
see a real revival.
Services continue every evening.
Also services at 3 o'clock in the afternoons. Sunday there will be three
services again. All arc welcome.
Reporter.
thorn and be convinced.

MELROSE
GET-TOGETH-

PICNIC

ER

Friday & Sat., Aug. 2,
1

1

3

GOOD SPEAKING State Marketing Specialist
McXabb will be here and deliver an address.
There will bo others.
A county demonstration moving picture show
will be a feature of the program.

THERE WILL BE
Bronc Riding
Ilorse Races
Relay Races
Rooster Race for

Sack Kacc for the little
boys.
Rail flame each afternoon between tlie Clovis salaried team and

the Frio team.

DANCING EACH NIGHT
TWO FULL DAYS OP REAL ENJOYMENT-PLEN- TY
OP BARBECUED BEEP, BREAD
'
PICKLES AND COFFEE FREE
FOR EVERYBODY
Leave your cares at home, bring your basket full of
good things to cat, and everybody join in a .rood
time in Melrose.
COMMITTEES
BARBECUE Steve West. Buster Deflraftcnroid,
Ben Johnson, J. R. Wright.
HORSE R ACES Lcc Smith, Rosscr IVClmftcmvid
BASE BALL Ed Tcrrv. Limine v Beck.
LUNC1I- -J. T. Bray, W. F. Love.'
PROGRAM T. Smith, R. N. Downie.
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DO YOU KNOW?
Business U till chaotic, says an
salesAnd tbe traveling
c eonomist.
More than fifty maid servants are
bring
man find it very difficult to
employed in Buckingham palace.
g
Baltimore
chaos.
of
out
.rders
Balmoral, King George's Highland
Sun.
::
estate, covers morlthan 2.5,000 acres.
-I
;;
.... ;
The total VHlue
the table and bed
linen in BurkincT .n palace is esti1
mated at :!5,ooK,';
,
v' "A :;
Ethel
M. Cevard, tf'ioad chef in the
Teacher of
household of King George and Queen
::
Mary of Kngland, receives $10,000
Voice
a year.
The members of the British royal
Studio Open Anjjust 22.
family are not required to pay taxes
fur pn- - on their property, though as a matter
f WOood opportunity
' rT!lo u'wliimr 1(1
lll'Cllill
tor of courtesy they do so.
.........
I 'i it.
conservatory.
Prince Albert, second one of their
British majesties, is the humorist of
Residence Phone 322.
the royal family, with a particular
penchant for sporting stories.
There are six footmen in attendance at the main entrance to Buckingham palace throughout the day
until 7 o'clock, when the number is
PROF. J. C. BUD1.0NG
reduced to four.
Manchester, N. H.
The inventory of the whole of the
"I ahi in good health for the first
tuihirf. wliifb
pi.iili.nts f ltiit'kimrlutm
.
.
...
is taken once a year, fills eight print- -' tune in thirty years and l give lan-evolume's,
each containing 20o'lc the entire credit," said Professor
I We chaw only 25c per square
C. J. Hudlong, well known and highly
pa(tl,s
foot, milking the cost in front of a
icspected citizen of Manchester, N.
invnriThe three dishes that are
living at 12 School Street,
fiOft. residence lot about $."0.00.
ably to be found on King George's'
was a boy
the time
thej
day
on
are
Cliirstmas
)
(let your neighbor together and sideboard
beef,
head couldn't sit down and eat a meal
vnval
the
of
boar's
baron
'
"build u block at once and we will ami the woodcock pie.
without being in misery afterwards
i make you a special price.
indigestion. Din ing all these
I
''" with humntism,
'' 1 wns
Ability to resist the most potent
The City announces that it is now
t('l,,1'. hut
ov"r
"
1.1... ....! "
,.,.;.,
i
knnwn.
in position to connect up with the
had in my feet and legs
torch, is the remarkable charac- - 'specially
lene
I nceessury crossings.
' ou!dirt get from my
alloy now
toristic of a burglar-proo- f
was happy becausu I hull have created
heing used for lining bank vaults and M l" "'V tmiil' will,ollt
wreck
all
these
nervous
from
al""9t
Mag-which
in my very si ul
!
afes savs Popular Mechanics
R. F. CHAMBERS
of sufferim, and could not half makes me the linal of any man.
In an official test, a four' years
nstine.
1 h"'"'(l
my work'
10H2 North Merri wether
f"r m,t,linK
Such a creeil is possible of fulfill-- '
inch plate of the material showed only!'10
P. 0. Box 201
n"L' 'h'"1 temporary benefit from inent.
am.,11 l.le. two
and
I
impossible for
Such a creel is productive ofi
inches deep, after nearly four hour Tanlac, as believed it
any medicine to give me entire re- pleasure not easily assailed. Dallas
work with a cutting flame.
lief, but this is exactly what
Daily Times-Iraid
has done.
"Kor the first time since I can re CALL FOR BJ,DS FOR
. 1 4 .. ... . 4 ..
member 1 eat anything I want and diOPERATING SCHOOL TRUCKS
gest it without trouble. I haven't nn
ache or a pain and have put on eigh
Notice is hereby given that the
teen pounds in weight. I just feel Board of Education of the City of
good all over and enjoy life as I never Clovis, New Me xico, will receive eal- did before. Having put Tanlac to the ed bids for the operation of the four
test I do not hesitate to say that it is school trucks ilf the Clovis schools for
the greatest medicine of the age for the coming scljool year, and said bids
stomach trouble and rheumatism."
must be deposited with Prof. Jas. M
(Adv.) Bickley, on oY before 10 o'clock of
SPOT CASH BUYERS OF WOOL, HIDES
of August 20t', 1021, when said conCREAM, EGGS..AND PRODUCE
THE CREED OF THE JOB
tracts will be t't to the lowest respon
sible bidder, ith the privilege of re
n
all bids. All persons
There are a great many way of jecting any
finding happiness in this world.
!1
For if there is woe in this camping
of the temporal life, there is
ground
not
job,
on
the
The man who is always
likewise abounding weal.
staying.
or going, but always
If there Is a hot noonday sun under
whose lavage assault one well nigh
faints, there i the soft evening of
contentment and golden clouds and
little breeze that whisper to the
messages from the
Cherubim.
It is not necessary to have great
t
riches to achieve happiness nor
riches necessarily fatal to such ia
achievement.
yw,
If you are a smile searcher instead!

The Quality of

V

Depew Henderson

SUNLIGHT FLOUR

J

I

Piano and

Is a guarantee of its strengthening
properties. It's THE best. It's

A

MADE at home. Isn't that enough?

Cement Walks are
Not Expensive

We Want Your Grain

.

d
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Ta-'la- c

..

Clovis Cream and

Produce

1:1

al

I

O. M. REESE

u

Wo liclifvo in scrvii't and that is one

foa- -

tiuv of our business.
We will be L'latl to help you hi the plannin of
your home, furnish you eonij.lete plans if necessary,
give you an estimate on the cost of the material,
frankly tell you the best kinds to use. the best. or the
cheapest and fit the plans to your pockotbook. Wo
will help you in securing workmen and advise you
honestly as to the various materials redueed.
Service and price are essential.
LET US HELP YOU

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Clovis, New Mexico

rNew Mexico Construction

Company

PAVING CONTRACTORS

- B1TULITHIC

General Offices Albuqurque
Branch Offices: Clovis and Las Vegas

--

J

Clovis, New Mexico

j

...11.. nT ...... .... ,.....tf

"Work and forget all about the
desiring information relative to said
bids or contracts should call on Prof, lual," advi.-e- s Judge l.andis. Good
advice, e.spcciully when the work
Bickley, Superintendent.
brings in $00,000 a year and ft box
BOA I'D Or' F.Dl'CATION',
Clovis, N. M. seat to all the ball games. Fturia
Tran script.
NOTICE FOR BIDS FOR JANITORS
An is:.ui' is something that '.valks
Board of Kducation of Clovis, New right down the middle of the road,
Mexico, calls for sealed bids for tin while all the politicians arc anxiously
position of janitor of the East and hiding out in the tall timbers oIimtv-itx- g
the direction it takes. Columbia
West side schools of Clovis, and all
bids should be filed with Prof. Jas. (S. C.) Record.
M. Bickley on or before 10 o'clock
August 20th, 1921, when same shall
"Whiskey has ruined the repuU.f.on
be opened and let to the lowest re- - of many men."
sponsible bidder, but with reserve of
"Yes," replied Broncho Bob, ' itid,
privilege to reject any and all bids. at the same time, 1 ain't so surf that
BOARD OF EDUCATION,
men
a lot of naturally
Clovis, N. M. haven't done their share to rum '.he
reputation of whiskey."
The doctor who recommends pleas
is a
Prosperity
ant thoughts while eating should edit
the food prices.t Washington Post Greenville (S. C.) Piedmont.
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when the soul is satisfied with itself
is eternally denied them. They laugh
to drown out the voice of conscience (g)
and they are never thoroughly sue

Under Auspices American Legion

August 18, 19, & 1

As for making yourself worthy of
the job, how is that to be' done?
By square work. By living up to
this creed:
I believe in my job.
It i an honest job.
There I dignity in it.
What I am doing is not merely
earning a living.
I am helping make all life better.
Though I wear no sword, I am a
soldier of civilization.
Therefore I believc there should be
no "soldiering" on the job.
Is my job small?
I will elevate it by the excellence
of my labor.
Is my job a big job In the eyes of
the world?
I will then bring to it bigness of
aspiration and of effort.
I will nal ze that, better than high
nosition. is the liiirli tvsnlvn in d.i vtll
1 what it is my task and my privilege to

believe if I do so act

I

shall be

I
I
m

A Big program is being prepared
better than the July celebration would have been if the rain
had not interfered.

cessful.

''"'I

1

'

;..

()

IS NOT ALL WE SELL

V7ARRENITE

i.

a sou imrsuvi, nrit in uiiv
recipe that will bring more happiness; Vg;
every day than all the wealth that the! (g)
Count of Monte Cristo or Captain
Kidd stole. That recipe is:
Enjoy your job.
(g
It costs no money.
It is simple.
Taken daily for eight hours or more
it helps keep the body healthy and
(g)
the soul cleansed of spots.
There are two chief methods of
1(g)
bringing iibnut job enjoyment.
One is to make yourself worthy f
me jon.
The other is to make the job woi
thy of you. .
As for the second, that means in,.
dulging in nothing that is low and (g)
mean and crooked. Crooks don't (g)
lhey know
hove any real pleasure,
how to laugh over some vilely successful deal, of course, but that quiet

OI

LUM

Telephone 23

1

ch;ld-in-ma- n

--

IP IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT

''

!1

-

I

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.

1

1

i

Biggest Entertainment of this kind

ever staged in Eastern New Meiico

PLAN TO BE HERE
()

8S

VC.

m
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION

HOME FROM MARKET
A .1. Rodi-returned this week
fro
the custom markets where he
hfu boon buying now fall anil winter
giioda for the
store.

A convention of the Republicans of
Curry County is hereby called to
meet at the court house nt Clovis
:
;it 2 p. in. for the
on August
purpose of selerlinu irht delegates
to utlend Hie stale convention
CALL POR PRECINCT AND
Santa Fe In nominate a candidate for
COUNTY CONVENTION
the United States Senate on August
Cum-pmi-

P.oi!"s-nrndl"- y

y

:

t

i

l

r

iniiant to u call for a Statu Con
vtr.tLon to bp helil nt Albuquerque,
Auf.iwt. l'ith. lo nominate a Democratic I'niteil States Senator, u eall is
hou'hy made for Pieeim t meetings lo
ho held in the various precincts of
the county on Friday, the 12th day
of August, lt21, at H o'ulock p. in.,
and the delegate so selected are
callf-to meet in a Democratic County Convention to he hold'at the Court
House in Clovis, at 2 p. m., on Satur
day, the 13th day of August, 1!)21.
That each precinct in the county
is entitled
to f've delegates and
would suggest three men and two
women each, except precinct 1 ih entitled to 20 delegates, precinct 9 to
12 delegates, precinct 2, 7 delegates
and precinct 5, 7 delegates. All pre
cinct chairmen should scoUlmt, tjios1
meetings are held and see that the
U'nmntl

lli'u ti.uil.. ili.li.tni I i.u
A. W. lloekenhull,
County Chjainiian
i

Mr, and Mrs. Roy Smith' ahd Vlr
md Mrs. 0. K. Taylor and Leo Zum
stage returned the latter part of lust
week from a fishing trip in the nioun
tains near I.as Vegas. Mr. Smith
did not learn of the fire which de
stroyed the Smith & Hyatt stock of
goods until he pot to Fort Sumner
on Saturday night after the fire on
Thursday. Mr. Smith says lie dr.ovc
up to Mr. Melton' filling station
and was told that two days before
fire hail destroyed the stock in which
he was interested.
MARRIED

SUNDAY

A

AVK.

IliKANl

mh.

"Ths Price

l.ar h Swifts White Soap for
Sweet Potatoes per can

L"J

The commencement exercises given
by the Clovis Inter-StatBranch of
the Western Conservatory of Music
held at the Presbyterian church last
Tuesday evening, was well attended
anil- highly appreciated.
The beautiful piano numbers play-iby Misses Clevenger and Kuchan-hi- i
gave evidence of deep study and
excellent training in hand, wrist and
arm technic and many other points
In' artistic piano playing.
" The vocal duett. "See the Pale
Mnoh," by Misses Montgomery ami
Shepanl was a beautiful number.
The reading, "How Ruhenstein
Played the Piano," by Miss Shepard,
captivated the audience.
Rev. J. H. Shepard opened the exercises with a short prayer and Prof.
Jas. M. Biekley presented the certificates to the two graduates with a
very approptiatc talk, urging boys
and girls to cultivate their minds and
rise to the best that is in them.
The church was decorated in the
class colors and the class flower, the
daisy, was in evidence everywhere.
The entire audience was carried
away with the program and congratulations were showered on the class
and other members of the program.
e

llclinit Sweet Potatoes per
No.

d

$1.00

No. 2

20c

3 No.

2o

Helmet Peaches for

Colton Peaches.

$4.00

40c

Dehnonte or Sunkist Readies

$1.00

2, size, each

25c

15c

1

pal. Strawhcrry and Apple jam for

pal. Brookdale solid pack Peaches

75c

1

pal. Italian Prunes fur

85c

1

pi. piookdale

75c

1

pal. Katsiip for

75c

1

jral.

75c

1

pal. Kraut for

60c

40c

1

pal. Hominy for

60c

1

No.

solid pack

Pears.

irookdale solid pack Pineapple

I

Del Monte or Sunkist Peaches

L1

iihhy sliced Pineapple,

No. 2

(IRAN ) AVE.

AND

:i

for

--

$2.35

TRY BEN HUR COFFEE

80c

A. B. Austin & Co.

(IRANI) AVE.

"The Price Is the Thing"

.MITCHELL ST.

MITCH CLL ST.

AND

fca

)

Year on Your

Birthday

Surprise the familv and
your friends. Your photq
praph will prove the moslt
welcome of gifts and thfc
most enduring.
Nothinc
such

complete

sum

S. D. DEAN

ENTERTAINS

vine

Inspiration,"

"Jiaarmument

-

Will it Bring World Peace?" etc.
One of the most delightful after- Thl.M nm ure comin(? hl,rc to hclp
noons of the summer was the lawn tholc who arB lon(finf for
beUer
fete given by Mrs. S. D. Dean on: understanding of Cod's word. They
j

Tuesday, the 2nd.
The attractive are coming to Jllbol. fo). thu conV(.r.
lawn at the court house was made es-- j ,ion Bm) HHvatinn 0f those who are
pecially inviting with rugs and chairs.. in nce(, of chriHt( tho(e who Hrc wilh.
Tables holding serving trays werelout Go(1 8m, withmit nopc in t,u.
beaut.fully decorated with bowls and WorI(, And to this
,, t,1(iy
ot only
wreiuns or nasturtiums anu snasta wign to
with, but they sin
daisies, while, the punch bowl was en cerely and earnestly ask for the
circled with hybrid tea roses.
heBrty
of all Christian
Mrs. C. W. Harrison, Mrs. Anna!
Accordingly,
ppopM Hnd church,,,
Janes, Mrs. John L. Stevenson, Mrs. they have taken this opportunity
John D. Graham, lute of Texas, and through their committee in charge,
Mrs. Gibbon Xilluugh received for to extend to the minister)' and the
Mrs. Dean.
Christian people of Clovis a sincere
Mesdames Charles D. 1'oston, C. W. and hearty invitation to come and
Stumph, Ralph Ruse, and Misses Join them in this effort to build up
Blanche Lanewood Stevenson,
the cause and kingdom of Christ in
Kirby and Alice Beard very this city.
gracefully presided at the punch
The subject for Friday night will
bowl while Mrs. C. R. Ilcrrin, Misses be "The Present Truth."
Lizzie Bird, Dora Orr, Lois Lane,
Saturday night, "An Antidote, or
Mary Kyle, Virgie and Mattle Dean Cu'ce for Skepticism."
served ices and cakes.
Sunday night, "The Crash of EmThe guests for the afternoon were: pires."
Mesdames Clyn Smith, W. H. ShuMonday night, "Will Jesus Come
mate, W. R. Talbot, George Roach, Again?"
A. S. Crouch, S. W. Murphy, R. J.
Tuesday night, "The Four Great
Harris, A. L. Phillips, James Bernard Beasts of Daniel 7th Chapter."
Tucker, J. R. Stone, Hugh M. Wood,
Wednesday night, "Hell Where
and mother, Mrs. Riley; W. S.
and What Will it Be?"
S. R. Phillips, S. B. Bower-smitOther subjects will be announced
L. S. Bcckley, L, A. Durand, later.
Song service begins at 7:30
Robinson, Nev. Christcnberry, Henry p. m.
ood music, both vocal and
Christenbcrry, Forrest Long, F. M. Instrumental.
Payton, Waits, Grisamore, Griffith,
A special feature of the services
O. G. Potter, Frank Christenberry, J. will be the question box.
H. Monzingo, John Burton and Miss
All are welcome.
Mary Knight.
Evangelistic Committee
The out of town guests were Mrs.
Evans of Kansas City, Mrs. Dewey of JONES MADE SECRETARY
OF F. F. F. HIGHWAY
San Antonio, Texas, Mrs. H. W. PeD. W. Jones, secretary of the
terson of Parsons, Kansas, and Mrs.
Henry Newkirk of Oakwood, Texas. Chamber of Commerce, attended a
At the close of the afternoon Mr. meeting of the F. F. F. Highway AsDean joined the party accompanied sociation held at Plainvlew Monday.
by the following1 guests: Judge Sam The F. F. F. Highway furnishes a diG. Bratton, Judge R. E. Rowclls, rect route from Fort Worth, Texas,
Daniel Boone, C. W. Harrison, Rev. to points of interest in the west.
Mr. Jones was made secretary of
C. W. Stumph, Rev. C. D. Poston,
C. R. Herrin, A. L. Phillips, H. M. the Association.
Wood and J. B. Bclshcr.
h,

v

Make the appointment
day with

MRS.

Car-mac- k,

lasting happiness as a pleas
ing portrait.

to

WW'

New

Clarifier

have recently added a new
clarifier which absolutely removes
all foreign substance from the milk
and we guarantee our products to be
as good as the best. Milk from the
McCluskey Dairy may be obtained at
all times at
We

Murray's Confctionery.
Eastham's Grocery.
Hadlcy's Grocery.
Phclp's Grocery.
City Garage.
And also from the wagon delivered

at your house.

McCIuskey's Dairy
M. L. McCLUSKEY, Trap.

TO THE PUBLIC
I wish to announce that I will be
a candidate for sheriff next year,

subject to the Democratic primary
and my announcement will appear in
the News when the campaign opens.
V. Tate.

FARWELL TRIBUNE IS
BEING PRINTED AGAIN
The State Line Tribune, published
Texico-Farwcl- l,
is again being
published. Editor Jas. A. Autry had

at

the misfortune to have his plant entirely destroyed by fire several weeks
ago and is just now getting a plant
installed to publish his paper again.
He gave the State Line City a good
paper before he burned out and the
first issua with hia new plant indicates that the people of that little
city will again have a good paper.

ADVENTIST CAMP
MEETING GOING ON

fir

tA

ROBINSON

1

"THE PHOTOGRAPHER IN YOUR TOWN"

'

ease

Pink Salmon, per can,

1

Be Photographed This

H

the Thii."

I

()()

1

MITCIIKLL ST.

At A. B. Austin & Company. Prices below good
from Thursday. Aua. 4th until Saturday 13th

MUSIC RECITALL

gives

Is

AN')

FHE PRICE IS TFiIE THING

The precincts of the county ar,. entitled to delegates to the county convention as follows:
Precinct No. 1, 8 delegates.
delegates.
Precinct No. 'J,
Precinct No. !, f delegates.
!)
delegates
All other precincts
each.
W. A. Havener, Co. Chairman.
W. I. Luikart, Secretary

last two years of his tfo he wa con
fined to his bed
He leaves to niourl his departure
his mother, Mrs. Ida Carpenter; Mrs,
Nellie Warren, a sister in California,
and J. 0. Carpenter if Texico. His
WALTER CARPENTER DEAD
father and three brothers died twenty
On Sunday afternoon Walter
years ago.
Dr. C. L. McClellan and family
of Locust drove District died
To the mother, whd is alone, it is a
left the latter part of last week for He was nearly ;57 years old, joined lonely future, but it iJ one more hand
Denver, Colo., where they will remain the church when li years of age. to beckon her on to V. ernity. "W)iom
for about a month. The Doctor will A few months after this he was hurt 'the Lord loveth He chWeneth."
take some special work there and by a falling log which injury caused
Contributed.
partial paralysis of the lower limbs,
they will combine business with
Puy it in Clovis
causing him to be nn invalid. The
Gordon Cole and Miss Lola Allen
were married Sunday, Hev. Freeman
performing the ceremony. The new
ly married couple spent the week in
Roswell but will return here the hit
tor part of the week.

B. Austin fi; Co.

Lh ST.

1 1

(..RAND AVH.

Kodaks and Supplies

Fine Finishing

1

of the
The Texico conference
Seventh Day Adventistt has already
begun getting their camp north of the
court house, on Main Street, in' readiness for their annual convention
which ia to begin August 11th and
will last for ten days. Already their
large pavilion has been erected, also
quite a number of family tents.
The committee in charge hat planned for an evangelistic campaign in
connection with this convention. One
of their evangelists, Mr. Larson of
Arkansas City, Kansas, who hat had
years of experience in ministerial
and evangelistic work, has already
arrived, and will open the campaign
Friday nlrht, August 6th.
Some of the special subject presented during these meetings will in
clude such as "The Great Contro-- 1
versy Between Christ and Satan,"
"Hell Where and What Will it Be?",
"Ia There a Personal Devil?" "The
Personal Return of Christ," "The
Sure Word of Phophecy a Most
Convincing Proof of the Bible's Di- -

Found Guilty
you bought shoes other than
from the Cash SHOE STORE.
If

Penalty
Wore out too soon
No Guarantee.

Resolved
Next time

buy from the
man that puts the fact in satisfaction at the
I will

Cash Shoe Store
E. A. STORY

